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1 Introduction 

Our conversations invariably involve exchange of ideas, 

attitudes. Nevertheless, each one of us possesses an emotional 

and social sense referred to as 'face', which we expect 

everyone else to recognize. Whenever we share our point of 

view on something, we constantly put our face in danger of 

being exposed to a possible threat. Thus we seek ways, on the 

one hand, to express ourselves, but on the other hand, we at 

the same time strive to lessen the risk of a possible threat 

to our expectations as much as possible. The expression I 

think represents a very helpful tool in this process. 

Consequently, speakers make an extensive use of this 

particular expression for various reasons, either on purpose 

or unconsciously. The present paper digs deeper into the 

complex use of I think and attempts to analyze the diverse 

shades of meaning of I think cross-linguistically. 

Technically, the following thesis consists of two main 

sections: the theoretical and the research part. This paper 

picks up the threads of the previous studies of the epistemic 

I think on a cross-linguistic level. Before launching my study, 

I want to take stock of the key concepts and terminology that 

appeared in the two previous studies and that will likewise be 

used in the present one. 

Consequently, in the theoretical part I will address 

certain linguistic concepts the understanding of which will be 

essential for further reading. Firstly, there will be a brief 

discussion of the phenomenon of polysemy and the complexities 

connected with it. There is no natural language whose lexis 

would display what can be called 'an ideal state', i.e. a one-

to-one mapping 

Secondly, the 

modal it y needs 

between a word and its 

concept 

to be 

of epistemy as a 

introduced. Chapter 
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this phenomenon, describes it and provides a few examples with 

the aim of making the difference between the two basic types 

of modality clear. Then, an analysis will follow, examining 

the verb think semantically. Distinct shades of the meaning of 

think will be specified, and the epistemic sense of the verb 

will be singled out. 

Since, as mentioned above, the present thesis relates 

closely to the studies made by Karin Aijmer (1998) and Anne

Marie Simon-Vandenbergen (1998), I will briefly summarize them, 

with special reference to the parts essential for my own study. 

These source materials suggested that neither Swedish nor 

Dutch comprise a general * verb that would basically share the 

semantic features of English think. Subsequently, the present 

thesis was written with the aim to investigate the situation 

in Czech by means of a contrastive method. The analysis was 

based on the assumption that according to the context and the 

position of I (don't) think in the sentence quite a wide 

variety of equivalents can be found in Czech. Nevetheless, the 

Czech verb myslet is expected to correspond to English think 

as a rather general verb. 

Thus, the research part will be, above all, concerned with 

my investigation of I (don't) think when used epistemically. 

Firstly, I will provide a description of the material 

subjected to analysis, its sources and selection. Secondly, I 

will outline the procedure of my analysis and specify the 

criteria I applied in my research. The analysis itself will be 

carried out on a contrastive basis, as I will compare the 

translational equivalents of I think in two languages, namely 

Czech and Swedish. Tables attached to the text will describe 

my findings. 

Finally, the findings will be reviewed in the conclusion . 

• In what sense is the word 'general' used here will be explained later in the study. 
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2 Theoretical part 

2.1 Defining linguistic terms relevant for the analysis of I 
(don't) think 

As pointed out in the introduction, the expression I (don't) 

think represents the starting-point of my analysis. It will be 

examined from two aspects: its polysemy and the inherent 

feature of epistemy in the specific occurrences. Therefore the 

aim of the following sections is to briefly touch on the 

concept of polysemy, divergent polysemy, and epistemic 

modali ty in order to build a theoretical basis for further 

research. 

2.1.1 Polysemy 

Language represents a system that enables us, human beings, to 

express our thoughts. It is comprised of a set of sounds which 

help us share our ideas and feelings with others. In other 

words, it provides us with the ability to communicate by using 

a specific set of sounds. As Palmer states in his book of 

Semantics (1981:5), ~If language is regarded as an information 

system, or more strictly as a communication system, it will 

associate a message (the meaning) with a set of signs (the 

sounds of language or the symbols of the written text)". 

Nevertheless, relations between a message and the signs which 

convey it tend to be rather complex. 

An ideal state in a language would be if each word/sign 

corresponded to just one meaning. The word crown serves here 

as an apt example. It has several meanings but just for the 

sake of simplicity and clarity only the following two will be 

taken into account1
: 

a) a decorative covering for the head, usu. made of gold 

and jewels, worn by a king or queen as a sign of royal 

power 

I The definitions were taken from Longman Dictionary of English Language and Culture. Longman Group UK 
Limited, 1992. 
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b) any of several units of money in certain European 

countries (e.g. Sweden, Slovakia) 

If the word crown denoted just the decorative covering for 

the head worn by a king or a queen as a sign of royal power 

and a different term was used to label the unit of money in 

some European countries, this would be then called a one-to

one relationship (monosemy), i. e. one sign corresponding to 

one meaning, which is in reality almost never the case. One 

sign usually corresponds to several meanings, which is a state 

of affairs called polysemy. 

2.1.2 Diverging polysemy and its complexity 
The phenomenon of polysemy sketched in the previous section 

represents a rather simple illustration of the concept on the 

intralinguistic level. Polysemy, to quote the definition found 

in David Crystal's Dictionary of Linguistics and Phonetics 

(1997:297), is "a term used in semantic analysis to refer to a 

lexical item which has a range of different meanings, e. g. 

plain = 'clear', 'unadorned', 'obvious'; opposed to monosemy 

(or univocality)". The multiple meanings of a word within one 

language may potentially cause certain difficulties, but a 

mul ti tude of their possible equivalents in another language 

certainly give rise to obstacles in achieving a smooth and 

precise translation. Moreover, this often represents a 

stumbling-block in lexicography. The Czech translations of the 

English polysemous expression I (don't) think also include a 

wide variety of equivalents, which naturally raises the issue 

of handling this phenomenon in translation and leads to 

diverging polysemy. 

Altenberg and Granger's study on Types of cross-linguistic 

correspondence cast some light on this subject, i.e. a word's 

multiple meanings in another language. Since, to use Altenberg 

and Granger's (2002:21) words, "the conceptual world evolves 
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differently in different languages, for historical, cultural, 

geographical and social reasons, [ ... ] complete equivalence 

between words and expressions in different languages is rather 

unusual". Consequently, one language may comprise words which 

either have no obvious correspondence in the other language or 

have more than one equivalent. This is illustrated by a broad 

three-type distinction suggested by Altenberg and Granger 

(2002:22) wherein they define three types of cross-linguistic 

relationship: 

1) overlapping polysemy (items in two languages have roughly 

the same meaning extensions) 

2) diverging polysemy (items in two languages have different 

meaning extensions) 

3) no correspondence (an item in one language has no obvious 

equivalent in another language) 

The word think examined in the English-Czech corpus reflects 

the phenomenon of overlapping polysemy, while contrasted with 

the Swedish it displays diverging polysemy. 

To sum up, the study of the cross-linguistic 

correspondences leads to an observation that often a word in 

one language can be translated in several ways, a phenomenon 

called diverging polysemy. Nevertheless, the diverging 

renderings allow us to notice more clearly the different 

shades of meaning of a word. 

2.1.3 Epistemic modality (epistemic modality vs. deontic 
modality) 

In our everyday communication we make quite a frequent use of 

special words, such as the modal verbs, when expressing 

ability, necessity, obligation, suggestion, etc. Moreover r 

they are a useful tool in modifying our assumptions or 

attitudes. The ways in which our utterances can be thus 
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modified are generally divided into 

Modality itself, as Huddleston et al. 

it, is ~a category of meaning": 

two kinds of modality. 

(2002:172 - 173) defines 

"The distinction between mood and modality is like 

that between tense and time, or aspect and 

aspectuali ty: mood is a category of grammar, 

modality a category of meaning. [ ... ] Modality is 

centrally concerned with the speaker's attitude 

towards the factuality or actualisation of the 

situation expressed by the rest of the clause." 

The following instances illustrate the difference between an 

unmodalised* and a modalised* sentence: 

(1) She did it. 

(2) She must/might/could have done it. 

The first example (1) represents an unmodalised sentence 

stating the actual state of affairs as it is; the speaker's 

feelings are not included. On the contrary, the second 

sentence (2) exemplifies an obviously modalised sentence, the 

speaker expresses his view on the state of affairs, i. e. his 

belief / assumption / deduction is incorporated. 

The concept of modality is generally considered to involve 

two distinct categories: deontic (intrinsic) and epistemic 

(extrinsic) modality. Deontic modality enables the speaker for 

example to put somebody under an obligation, to give 

permission, to forbid, or to express an ability. To quote 

Palmer (1981: 153), "deontic modality has much in common with 

the imperative". On the other hand, as Palmer states further, 

epistemic modality "expresses the degree of commitment of the 

speaker to the truth of what is being said" (ibid.). The 

distinction between the two types of modality will be 

* Terms used by Huddleston et al. (2002:173) 
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illustrated by means of a few examples of their use in the 

actual text. 

The following instances represent authenic uses of the 

modal verbs. The sentences were all taken from Truman Capote's 

Breakfast at Tiffany's. 

COULD 

MUST 

(3) The only unbroken bottle we cou~d rind contained dry 

vermouth. 

Na~ez~i jsme jedinou nerozbitou lahev, byl v ni hofky 

vermut. 

(4) I think you cou~d ge~ into a lot of trouble, [ ... J. 

Tak si myslim, ze by ses moh~a dostat do velke 

slamastyky, [ ... ] . 

(5) "Oh, darling, I am sorry. I lost the goddamn key." 

"You cannot go on ringing my bell. You must please, 

please have yourse~£ a key made. " 

Prosim vas, prosim vas, musite si dat ude~at novy 

klic!" 

(6) "Darling. How do you feel?" "Fine." "But you haven't 

any pulse," she said, feeling my wrist. "Then I mus~ 

be dead." "No, idiot. This is serious. Look at 

me." 

"Tak jsem nejspis mrtvy. " 

Analysis of the first two English sentences (3) and (4) 

shows quite clearly the difference. The first sentence may be 

paraphrased as The only unbroken bottle we were ab~e to rind 

(we managed to find, etc.) contained dry vermouth. The 

modality expressed here is a deontic one, i.e. the verb could 

carries the meaning of ability. In contrast, the modal verb in 

the sentence (4) modifies the truthfulness of the statement. 
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The whole utterance implies that there is a good chance that 

the listener will get into trouble. The utterance can be thus 

paraphrased as I think there is a possibi~ity that you wi~~ 

get into a lot of trouble. The modality is an epistemic one. 

The next two instances (5) and (6) reflect the same 

distinction. While must in (5) carries the meaning of an 

obligation, duty (You are ob~iged to have yourself a key made; 

it is abso~ute~y necessary that you do it.), the same modal 

verb in (6) expresses a degree of commitment of the speaker to 

the truth-value of the utterance as the only/most possible: 

The on~y/most possib~e ass~tion is that I am dead. 

The following definition of these two types of modality 

provided by Huddleston et al. (2002:178) sums up the issue: 

nprototypically, epistemic modality concerns the 

speaker's attitude to the factuality of past or 

present time situations while deontic modality 

concerns the speaker's attitude to the actualisation 

of future situations." 

Sometimes the identification of the type of modality 

involved requires a wider context, at other times deontic and 

epistemic modality can be distinguished by a simple paraphrase. 

However, for the purposes of the present study there is no 

need to go into more detail as the above examples are 

sufficient to illustrate the two types of modality. The point 

is, though, that differentiating between them is of crucial 

importance for the following analysis. 

2.2 Mental state predicate - think 

The previous chapters were concerned with the basic linguistic 

concepts on a general level, the current chapter will focus on 

the mental state predicate think, examine its polysemy and 

single out the epistemic use of I (don't) think. 
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2.2.1 Polysemy of the verb think 

The verb think abounds in rich polysemy, and the 

differentiation between its multiple senses constitutes an 

essential component of the thesis. Therefore, prior to the 

analysis these multiple meanings will be outlined in the 

present section. 

In order to briefly but clearly illustrate the polysemy of 

think I have consulted four dictionaries (see References, p. 

76). Fronek's Comprehensive English-Czech dictionary (2006) 

provided quite an extensive but well structured description of 

the verb's uses. Consequently, the following list of 

definitions is primarily based on this source. 

To begin with, think can be used both transitively (i.e. 

taking an object) and intransitively (no object required). The 

latter use, however, is of no importance for the concern of 

the present study. The various transitive uses of the verb are 

as follows: 

a) followed by that-clause (nominal content clause where 

that is optional) 

i. believe, hold a view, be of the opinion (e.g. I think 

you are right.) 

ii. judge or consider (e.g. I don't think it necessary.) 

iii. expect (e.g. I don't think they'll be there.) 

iv. imagine (e.g. I never thought he had it in him.) 

v. intend, have a half-formed intention (e.g. I think I'll 

have a nap.) 

vi. in polite requests (e.g. Do you think you could do it 

for me?) 

b) followed by to + inf 

i. remember (e.g. I didn't think to invite her.) 

ii. intend or expect (e.g. He thinks to deceive us.) 
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c) followed by the preposition about 

i. reflect on (e.g. What are you thinking about?) 

ii. recall, remember, bring to mind (e.g. Try and think 

where you last saw him.) 

iii. consider (e.g. Think about it!) 

d) followed by the preposition of 

i. have in mind (e.g. What are you thinking of?) 

ii. half intend, to have formed a possible but not firmly 

settled plan for (e.g. I am thinking of buying a new 

house. ) 

iii. remember (e.g. while I think of it) 

iv. come up with, suggest (e.g. He couldn't think of 

anything better than to ... ) 

v. imagine (e.g. Just think of it!) 

vi. have opinion of/about (e.g. What do you think of him?) 

vii. take into account, consider (e.g. I have my children 

to think of.) 

A close study of the different senses of the verb made it 

apparent that two basic meanings of think can be 

differentiated. Firstly, it is the 'dynamic' meaning, i.e. to 

use our mind to form ideas, opinions, plans, etc. Secondly, it 

is the 'qualifying' meaning, i.e., generally speaking, to 

believe, consider, have an opinion. Nevertheless, I decided to 

adopt the terms used by Nuyts (1997: 5) who calls these two 

meanings 

i. the mental state/process meaning which implies 

"performing the mental process of conceptualising or 

reasoning with a piece of knowledge about the world 

[ ... ); [think) describes an aspect of the subj ect' s 

mental or cognitive 'set-up', viz. the process of 

thinking"; 
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ii. the qualificational meaning which, on the other hand 

indicates that 

~the subject personally considers the state of 

affairs likely. [ ... ] [The verb] does not describe 

the mental process of 'thinking' ; [it] rather 

expresses the speaker's evaluation of the state of 

affairs mentioned". 

The majority of the listed definitions reflect the mental 

state/process meaning, while the definitions provided in 

B) a) i. -iii. denote the qualificational meaning. Furthermore, 

as Nuyts (1997:7) explains (and the above description confirms 

his point): 

~the qualificational meaning only occurs when the 

predicate is used parenthetically, or with a tha t

complement [ ... ], while the process reading does not 

seem possible in these two syntactic patterns (it 

occurs when the predicate is used intransi ti vely, 

with different types of prepositional complements, 

or with a 'quote'-complement)". 

To sum up, the verb think conveys a multitude of meanings, 

which can principally be grouped into two classes: the dynamic 

or mental state/process meaning literally implying 

'cogitation', and the qualifying or qualificational meaning, 

indicating that an opinion or belief is expressed, an 

evaluation is made. Moreover, from syntactical point of view, 

each type occurs in the specific grammatical environment. The 

qualificational meaning is limited to either the nominal 

content clauses or parenthetical constructions. It cannot be 

used progressively, in contrast to the process meaning. 
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2.2.2 The epistemic use of I think 

Among the variety of multiple meanings of the verb think there 

are some uses which may be interpreted as involving modality 

of one type or another. The starting point of my investigation 

is the epistemic expression I (don't) think. Therefore, prior 

to the analysis this specific use of the verb is identified 

below. 

Deeper examination of the polysemy of think leads to the 

conclusion that fundamentally two distinct uses of the verb 

can be differentiated, namely the process meaning, i. e. the 

act of cogitation, the process of forming ideas, thoughts; and 

the qualificational meaning, which involves the act of 

evaluating, making judgments, expressing opinions etc. Apart 

from that, it has been pointed out in section 2.1.3. that the 

epistemic use/modality basically concerns the speaker's 

attitude to the factuality of the situation expressed in the 

utterance. Consequently, the qualificational meaning of the 

verb think in essence corresponds to its epistemic use. 

2.3 The studies providing a starting-point 

The present thesis relates closely to two cross-lingustic 

studies: Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen's I think and its Dutch 

equivalents in parliamentary debates (1998) and Karin Aijmer's 

Epistemic predicates in contrast (1998). Both deal with the 

subject of the epistemic I think. Although they investigated 

data from diverse spheres and analyzed this mental predicate 

in slightly different ways, their approaches overlap to 

certain extent. Inasmuch as the two studies play a crucial 

role in my analysis, it will be useful to give a summary of 

the key points included in each paper and conclude the whole 

section with a short comparison pointing out the similarities 

and differences in their approaches to the subject. 

In the beginning of each section a few words will be 

dedicated to their motivation to write the articles. Next part 
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will examine their approach to the subject and comment on the 

practical investigations. In the end, a short conclusion will 

follow summarizing the similarities and contrasts between the 

studies. 

2.3.1 Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen: I think and its Dutch 
equiva~ents in par~iamenta~ debates (1998) 

Simon-Vandenbergen's interest in modality in discourse along 

wi th her interest in contrastive linguistics resulted in the 

above named study. 

Firstly, it needs to be pointed out that examining radio 

political interviews led the author to an observation that 

frequency of occurrence of the mental predicate I think is 

strikingly high in the genre. Andreas Jucker's work (1986) 

concerned with a pragmatic point of view in linguistics 

captured her attention and raised her interest in the function 

of I think in this writing style. As Simon-Vandenbergen 

explains, "[Jucker] interpreted the popularity [of I think] in 

the genre as resulting from the politicians's strategic use of 

hedges to avoid commitment to the truth of their propositions" 

(Simon-Vandenbergen 1998:297). 

Secondly, Simon-Vandenbergen frequently refers in her 

paper to Aijmer's article (1997) where the latter 

distinquishes two different uses of I think: a tentative and 

deliberative one, a distinction crucial for Vandenbergen's 

further study. Previous explorations show that while the 

tentative type entirely prevails in informal conversations, I 

think employed in political interviews carries in most cases 

the deliberative function, "expressing certainty and authority 

rather than uncertainty and hesitation" (Simon-Vandenbergen 

1998:297). 

In the end, all the findings contributed to the author's 

determination to carry out an analysis in this specific genre 

and detect whether a similar tendency could be traced in the 
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type of discourse she chose - the parliamentary debates. Even 

though political interviews and parliamentary debates share 

certain similar features, they differ in a number of ways. It 

needs to be noted that 

"[in political interviews] the speeches are largely 

prepared, while interviews are mostly spontaneous; 

[ .. ] there is no electorate listening, [ ... ] 

speakers are not facing journalists forcing them to 

answer what are often face-threatening questions H 

(Vandenbergen 1998:298, Juckers 1986). 

Consequently, the analysis that followed was based on the 

assumption that I think used in parliamentary debates would 

have a deliberative character rather than a tentative one. 

The investigated material included a parallel corpus of 

debates of the European parliament.* It comprised original 

English and Dutch texts with their respective translations. 

At first, the author begins investigating original English 

passages and examines the use of I think from various 

perspectives (contextual analysis): 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

v. 

Position in the clause 

Subordinating conjunction that 

Lexical prominence 

Contextual prominence 

The nature of proposition 

a. Pure opinion 

b. Subjective evaluation 

c. Probability-based opinion 

d. Unclear cases: probability-based opinion or 

sUbjective evaluation 

Then she proceeds to the analysis of the Dutch translations. 

The aim of the following lines is to provide a rather 

detailed summary of the first part of Simon-Vandenbergen's 

study since it reflects a complex picture of how I think can 

* The debates tbOk place in May and October 1993. 
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be employed in debates, an illustration essential for the 

purpose of the present paper. 

The beginning of the research part includes a table 

illustrating the relative frequency of I think in different 

genres. 

Tab1e 1: Simon-Vandenbergen's table (1998:299): Frequency per 
10,000 words. 

Political London-Lund 
London-Lund 

Debates interviews Corpus Conv. 
Corpus Prepared 

speech 

14 68 51 17 

Comparison of the figures in particular writing styles 

demonstrates that in debates (prepared speech), unlike in 

informal conversations, I think occurs less frequently. As 

Simon-Vandenbergen (1998:299) claims, "this finding suggests 

that I think is primarily a marker of spontaneous discourse". 

The investigation carried out by Simon-Vandenbergen 

finally resulted in the following points which suggest the 

primary distinction between the deliberative and tentative 

function of I think. 

i. Position in the c1ause 

The author paid close attention to the position of I think 

in the sentence and came to a conclusion that: 

c:> I think assumed by far mostly the initial position, 

which marks its prominence 

c:> higher degree of tentativeness and hesitation 

characterizes the medial and final position 

ii. Subordinating conjunction ehae 

Subordinator that represents a marker of deliberateness. 
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iii. Lexical prominence 

The author lists here items that accompany I think and 

emphasize its deliberative function: 

q temporal elements (e.g. often, sometimes) 

q emhasizers (e.g. honestly, in my heart) 

q vocatives (e.g. I think, Mr Tomlinsont that ... ) 

q metalinguistic comments (e. g. Could I make the point 

that I think ... , I have to say that I think . .. ) 

q cohesive devices of various types 

o causal-conditional elements (e.g. therefore, so, 

nevertheless) 

o temporal elements (e.g. finally, now) 

q devices for elaboration (e. g. in particular, in 

conclusion) 

q comparison (e.g. Like my colleague, Mr McCartin, I 

think ... ) 

q subj ect matter 

think ... ) 

(e.g. 

iv. Contextual prominence 

Turning to South-Africa, I 

Larger context plays an important role in indicating the 

specific function of I think. It may provide various clues 

which help us distinguish the deliberative from the tentative 

use. As Simon-Vandenbergen observes, it can for example be a 

context of repetition. 

v. The nature of the proposition 

The author draws in this section substantially from 

Aijmer's study (1997) and distinguishes two types of I think -

belief and opinion. Nevertheless, she supplements this 

distinction with a third sense. In order not to flood the 

reader with a multitude of new terms, she decided to adopt 

Persson's terminology and classify the particular senses of I 

think as follows: 
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a) pure opinion 

A certain kind of necessity, (moral) obligation, permission or 

prohibition is expressed here. Nothwithstanding that some 

instances included in this category contain an evaluative 

adj ecti ve they have been classified by Simon-Vandenbergen as 

pure opinion when they refer to something "the speaker 

believes should be done in the future" (Simon-Vandenbergen 

1998: 303). There are two distinct examples provided by the 

author: 

- Pure opinion on the one hand: 

(7) I think it is important, [ ... ], that the European 

Parliament shows a lead by .. . 

- An instance of subjective evaluation on the other: 

(8) [ ... ] but due to time constraints had to omit one 

point which I think to be quite important. 

In the first 

necessity than 

(8) • 

example (7) 

an evaluation, 

b) subjective evaluation 

the speaker expresses rather 

unlike in the second sentence 

Simon-Vandenbergen defines it as a category consisting of 

instances "in which the speaker expresses an impression, an 

attitude, a purely personal, non-verifiable judgement of a 

state of affairs" (Simon-Vandenbergen 1998: 303). Moreover, an 

evaluative adjective is present. 

c) probability-based opinion 

Instances included in this category are according to Simon

Vandenbergen (1998:304) "paraphrasable by means of 'it is 

probably the case that', i. e. [ ... ] speakers express their 

assessment of the truth of the proposition". 
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The analysis of the corpus led the author to an 

observation that the category of pure opinion forms the most 

abundant group. It goes without saying that the borderline 

between the above listed categories is not clear cut, which 

gave rise to the group comprising unclear instances. 

2.3.2 Karin Aijmer: EPistemic predicates in contrast (199B) 
In the introduction to her study Aijmer lifts the importance 

and effectiveness of a cross-linguistic study, which enables 

us to observe more closely the relationships between languages 

and thus perceive even our mother tongue from quite a new 

perspecti ve. The author chose to investigate I think in its 

epistemic use. In her analysis she contrasted this expression 

with its equivalents in Swedish, Norwegian, German, and Dutch, 

all languages having a common ancestry with English. 

Sometimes syntactic or semantic indicators in the 

immediate context help to define the individual senses. For 

example the progressive form singles out the dynamic sense of 

the verb, i.e. think in the meaning 'to cogitate'. To be able 

to identify other senses, context and background knowledge 

need to be taken into account, the verb needs to be considered 

from the pragmatic point of view. In contrastive studies 

translations represent a helpful tool, though. As Aijmer 

points out, "translations make it possible to see what happens: 

~ when one language does not make a distinction which is 

made in the other language; 

~ when languages divide up semantic fields differently" 

(Aijmer 1998: 278). 

On the grounds that all the studied languages are more 

specific in this sphere, by using an appropriate verb their 

speakers make it explicit which particular meaning of English 

think they have in mind, whether they intend to express their 

opinion based on some inner knowledge they posess, their 

subjective opinion or simply an impression. 
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Karin Aijmer's interest in epistemic predicates resulted 

in a study carried out on two stages: 

A) At first she described the complex semantic network of 

the meanings of I think from the intralinguistic point of 

view. 

B) Then she turned 

correspondences 

differentiation 

her attention to 

of this verb. As 

in the target 

the cross-linguistic 

she claims, "lexical 

language forces the 

translator to choose a specific variant. Translations may 

therefore sharpen the analysis of the senses of I think" 

(Aijmer 1998:280). 

Her source material comprised data 

corpora, the English-Swedish Parallel 

1998:278 - note 2) . 

A) Intralinguistic study 

from the contrastive 

Corpus (ESPC) (Aijmer 

At the beginning of the section addressing the polysemy of I 

think Aijmer argues that the concept of multiple meanings of 

the verb can in English be explained diachronically, 

"[ ... ] Think has developed from two Old English 

verbs pencan and pyncan during the Middle English 

and the Early Modern English period. The verb pencan 

is supposed to have meant 'cause to seem or appear 

to oneself' which is the causative (facitive) 

correspondence of pyncan 'seem' . According to 

Persson (1993:9), this was a common Germanic 

development evident in cognate lexical pairs such as 

Swedish tycka - t~nka [ ... ]" (Aijmer 1998:279). 

Digging deeper into the subj ect, a close study of the 

polysemy of I think led Aijmer to distinguish the following 

sense categories: 

a) a group marked by evidentiality: a belief evidential 

b) a group marked by subjective characteristics: 
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b-l) subjective evaluation 

b-2) subjective opinion 

Firstly, the belief evidential use was described by means 

of Chafe's words, "There may be evidence to support a belief, 

evidence which a believer may cite if pressed for it by a non

believer, but belief is always based on something other than 

evidence alone" (Aijmer 1998:280). 

Secondly, the subjective evaluation made by the speaker is 

grounded in the speaker's estimation or experience of the 

situation. Aijmer provides an ambiguous example which caused 

difficulties: 

(9) I think Mr C S Lewis is a very good author. 

(Aijmer 1998:281) 

From one point of view, the example 

as a subjective evaluation based 

(9) could be interpreted 

solely on the reader's 

impression of the author's work. However, from another point 

of view, there is general evidence available to support this 

statement (mainly that C S Lewis is widely read and his work 

is part of the literary canon). Thus it is evident that 

classification into the above mentioned two categories is 

highly context dependent. 

Thirdly, the subjective opinion category represents 

another sense category comprising cases where "the speaker 

does not base himself on personal exprerience or sense 

impression, [ ... however] the speaker is certain and does not 

base himself on evidence" (Aijmer 1998:282-283). 

In the following table she contrasts her findings with 

those of Simon-Vandebergen (1998). 
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Table 2: Aijmer's table (1998:282): 
of I think in ESPC. A comparison 
European Parliament (EP) debates. 

Meaning ESPC 

subjective opinion 15 20,5 
subjective evaluation 9 12,3 
hedge or belief 

44 60,3 
evidential 
unclear examples (the 
context gives 5 6,8 
insufficient cues) 
Total 73 100 

Distribution of meanings 
is made with data from 

EP (percent only) 

% 39,50% 
~ 
0 26,50% 

~ 
0 23,00% 

~ 
0 10,50% 

% 100% 

Nevertheless, little inconsistency emerges: in some places 

it seems as if Aijmer merged the two categories of the 

subjective opinion and the subjective evaluation distinguished 

by Simon-Vandenbergen into one category, elsewhere she 

recognizes them as two distinct categories, which causes 

slight confusion. Yet, it is understandable that the 

borderline between subj ecti ve evaluation and opinion is hard 

to delimit precisely. 

B) Cross-linguistic study 

i) English originals 

Aijmer then proceeds to the cross-linguistic investigation, 

where she first of all focuses on the English Swedish, 

Swedish - English equivalents. The fact that there does not 

exist a Swedish general verb corresponding to the English 

think represents the primary distinction between the studied 

translations of the verb. As Aijmer puts it, "there is no 

corresponding verb in Swedish sharing the vagueness and 

multifunctionality of think but the Swedish translations of I 

think require different verbs" (Aijmer 1998:283). 

A close study of the Parallel Corpus led Aijmer to a 

conclusion that the most frequent translations of I think in 

Swedish are: 
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a) jag tror, when I think is a belief evidential or a hedge 

b) jag tycker, when I think expresses subjective evaluation 

or a personal opinion. Here both, i. e. evaluation and 

opinion, are "based on the speaker's impressions or 

experience. Since tycka is subj ecti ve, the speaker 

appears as the sole authority for what is claimed. 

However, in some of its uses [it] expresses uncertainty 

rather than certainty" (Aijmer 1998:284). 

Notwi thstanding the seemingly clear-cut distinction, the 

classification of some instances of tro and tycka causes 

immense difficulties. Owing to this Aijmer decided to examine 

contexts where these Swedish correspondences of I think are 

interchangeable, but where the choice of either verb is 

decisive for the meaning. 

At first, she examined I think in contexts expressing 

subjective evaluation. Having analyzed the parallel 

translations, Aijmer concluded that this type of context 

includes both tro and tycka as alternatives. Nevertheless, the 

translator chooses between them according to the shade of 

meaning they imply: 

~ jag tror the speaker reports an opinion or an 

evaluation 

~ jag tycker the speaker places himself as the 

authority behind the utterance (Aijmer 1998: 285). 

On the contrary, in English I think is used to express both 

senses. 

Next, contexts where I think expresses a subjective 

opinion were subj ected to examination. According to Aijrner, 

again two types of reading of I think are possible in English, 

while Swedish differentiates them formally: 

~ jag tycker - implies subjective interpretation, 

judgement 

~ jag tror - includes reasoning, evidence 
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Aijmer illustrates this on the following example: 

(10) I think you were right insofar as it's possible to 

block all roads. 

Jag tycker att du gjort ratt, i den man det nu ar 

mojligt att sparra alIa vagarna. 

The possible readings suggested by Aijmer are: 

(i) I think that you were right (= subjective 

opinion) [subjective interpretation of I think] 

(ii) It seems to me that you were right [I think implies an 

inference based on reasoning] 

Futhermore, the author paid attention to the vague 

contexts. They make the distinction between different uses of 

I think in Swedish more explicit. 

~ jag tror - evidence or some objective criteria can be 

applied; a belief evidential or hedge 

~ jag tycker - subjective evaluation 

ii) Swedish originals 

In the following section Aijmer took an inverted approach to 

the contrastive analysis and examined the Swedish originals 

and their equivalents in English. The following table 

summarizes her findings: 

Table 3: Aijmer's table (1998:288): Translations of Swedish 
originals (jag tror and jag tycker) . 

jag tror jag tycker 
I think 39 10 
I believe 13 -
I find - 1 

I have the feeling* , I feel - 2 
other 5** 3 
0 2 1 
Total 59 17 

• I have the feeling corresponds to jag tycker with perception verbs 
** I fancy, I'm sure, I wouldn't be surprised if, perhaps, consider it (an exaggeration) 
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As the table shows, I think represents a general rendering of 

both jag tror and jag tycker. Other translations were quite 

rare in the material studied by Aijmer. 

iii) Comparing think in different 1anguages 

As pointed out in the previous parts, English possesses a 

vague general expression I think, while Swedish employs the 

verbs tro and tycka to mark the semantic distinction. Apart 

from the analysis carried out on English - Swedish parallel 

translations, Aijmer even contrasted the English I think with 

its renderings in other languages, namely 

and Dutch, in order to trace a 

differentiation possible in these languages. 

Norwegian, 

similar 

German, 

semantic 

She arrived at a conclusion that the above three languages 

reflect the same feature as observed in Swedish, i. e. they 

employ different expressions to mark the semantic distinction 

discussed previously. English, on the contrary, engages an 

expression neutralizing the semantic contrast. 

In the end, Aijmer summarized her findings and listed the 

most common features of jag tycker and jag tror, namely: 

Jag tycker 

~ nthe verb implies that an evaluation is made, 

~ the verb implies that the evaluation is based on a personal 

experience, perception, observation, 

~ the verb implies that the speaker is certain (he cannot be 

corrected even if there is evidence pointing in the opposite 

direction) , 

~ the verb implies that the speaker's evaluation cannot be 

tested by objective evidence" (Aijmer 1998:292). 

Jag tror 

~ nthe verb implies that the speaker reports or infers 

something on the basis of objective evidence, 
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q the verb implies a degree of (un) certainty, 

q the verb implies that the speaker has given the matter some 

thought" (ibid.). 

2.3.3 Summary of S~on-Vandenbergen's and Aijmer's findings 

The studies of Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen and Karin Aijmer 

can in essence be considered sister studies, where both 

authors investigated the epistemic use of I think on a 

contrastive basis. 

Karin Aijmer examined this expression in fiction; she 

compared English I think with its Swedish, Norwegian, German, 

and Dutch equivalents. Simon-Vandenbergen, on the other hand, 

explored a different genre, namely the parliamentary debates. 

She contrasted English and Dutch correspondences. 

Both authors identified and described different semantic 

categories of the epistemic I think. The following table 

illustrates their classification. 
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Table 4: Semantic 
identified by A. -M. 
(1998) . 

categories of the epistemic I think 
Simon-Vandenbergen (1998) and K. Aijmer 

Karin Aijmer 

a) subjective opinion 

• the speaker does not base 
himself on personal 
experience or sense 
impression 

• the speaker is certain 
• the speaker does not base 

himself on evidence 

b) subjective evaluation 
• speaker's (personal) 

estimation or experience 
of the situation 

c) belief-evidential (hedge) 
• there may be evidence to 

support the belief 

• the proposition is put on 
a scale of probability 

Anne-Marie 
Simon-Vandenbergen 

a) pure opinion 
• a kind of necessity, 

(moral) obligation, 
permission or 
prohibition is expressed 

• if an evaluative 
adjective is present -
sth. the speaker 
believes should be done 
in the future 

b) subjective evaluation 
• an impression, an 

attitude, a purely 
personal, non-verifiable 
judgement 

• an evaluative adjective 
is present 

c) probability-based opinion 
• instances paraphrasable 

"it is probably the case 
that" 

• speaker's assessment of 
the truth of the 
proposition 

• the statement is put on 
a scale of certainty 

It follows from the table that the particular categories 

basically overlap. 

To sum up, Simon-Vandenbergen concluded that in EP debates 

"speakers primarily use I think to express personal beliefs 

about 'alternative worlds', about right and wrong, what ought 

to be and ought not to be. Their beliefs are presented as 

'rationalisable'" (Simon-Vandenbergen 1998: 309). The category 

of personal opinion thus represents the largest class. 

Aijmer, on the other hand, arrived at a conclusion that 

the category of belief evidential or hedge was the most 
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abundant group. Moreover, she pointed out in her conclusion 

that "in Swedish, Norwegian, German, and Dutch, the 

distinction between belief and subjective evaluation was 

expressed formally by verbs with specific meanings" (Aijmer 

1998: 292), unlike in Enlish, where the verb think basically 

neutralizes all these shades of meaning. They become apparent 

only by means of the context. 

3 Research part 
The aim of the previous part was to form a theoretical basis 

on which to build the research part. First, the linguistic 

concepts, namely polysemy, divergent polysemy, and epistemy 

have been introduced and clarified. Next, the polysemy of the 

verb think has been discussed and the epistemic uses of I 

think singled out. Finally, a summary of the source studies 

followed, drawing attention to the points most relevant for 

the present study. 

The research part is 

introductory sections give 

organized 

an account 

as 

of 

follows: The 

the material 

subjected to analysis followed by a description of the 

investigation procedure. The main part treats in the first 

place the various occurrences of the expression I (don't) 

think in the "qualificational meaning" (viz. 2.2.1. p.15) and 

outlines the division of its semantic categories supplemented 

by a discussion on the translational variants. It also 

examines how the negation is realized in Czech in comparison 

to the original sentences. Further, the main part focuses on 

the integration of I (don't) think into the sentence. Then, 

within the framework of the English-Czech-Swedish corpus it 

engages in a similar but less detailed investigation as the 

one described above. Finally all the findings are summarized 

in the conclusion. 

Numbers in square brackets after each sentence refer to 

the examples in the Appendix. 
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3.1 Data source description 

A database amounting to a total of 230 instances of the 

epistemic I (don't) think with its translational equivalents 

has been collected. All sentences represent authentic uses 

found in fiction. 200 instances were taken from an English

Czech parallel corpus containing the original version and a 

Czech translation of the following books: 

British corpus: 

- Clarke, Arthur C. - Rendezvous with Rama 

- Peters, Ellis - The Holy Thief 

- Rowling, J. K. - Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone 

American corpus: 

- Angell, Jeanette - Callgirl: Confessions of a Double Life 

- Steel, Danielle - Second Chance 

Due to the quantitative insufficiency of the material, in my 

investigation I treated the British and American sources as 

one corpus. Nevertheless, in the conclusion I will comment on 

the potential differences in the use of I (don't) think. 

The remaining 30 instances come from another parallel 

source: The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams 

containing the original version and its Czech and Swedish 

translation. 

3.2 Methodology 

The cross-linguistic analysis will be carried out on two 

stages: at first, I will examine the English-Czech corpus; 

then, adopting the same procedure and terminology, I will 

investigate the English-Czech-Swedish corpus. 

The above material will be processed and analyzed in the 

following way: Prior to the analysis itself, all the instances 

will at first be sorted according to their respective 
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translations in order to simplify the investigation process. 

Then the material will be examined and classified; the 

categorization is going to be grounded on the findings 

outlined in the source studies. 

The identification of the mental predicate I (don't) think 

in its epistemic use represents the starting-point of the 

analysis. The subsequent study of its translations will be 

carried out with the aim to detect the diverse shades of 

meaning which some of the renderings make explicit. 

Furthermore, an attempt will be made to map the different ways 

in which this expression is integrated into the sentence. A 

brief discussion will follow commenting on how the actual 

placing influences both, the meaning and the translation. As 

regards the negative version, i.e. I don't think, attention 

will be paid to the way in which the negation is transferred 

into Czech. 

3.3 Classification of the epistemic I (don't) think 

Karin Aijmer and Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen differentiated 

in their studies three distinct sense types of the epistemic I 

think. In order to avoid an excess of basically unnecessary 

new terms referring to the same categories already 

distinguished by the linguists, the present study has, in 

principle, adopted their classification with minor adjustments. 

I (don't) think reflects specific features which make it 

possible to differentiate the following sense categories: 

A: Probability-based opinion (belief evidential) 

B: Subjective evaluation 

C: Subjective attitude 

A: Probability-based opinion (belief evidential) 

The first category represents a blend of Aijmer's class 'belief 

evidential' and Simon-Vandenbergen's 'probability-based 

opinion'. Both these groups share one common feature: sentences 
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classified here possess the quality of having more obj ecti ve 

grounds in comparison to the rest of the instances. 

Perhaps one of the most typical characteristics of the 

instances included in this category is the ability of the 

proposition to be put on a scale of probability/certainty. The 

speaker does not express his subjective attitude or view, nor 

does he base himself on personal experience. Rather he states 

what he believes that the actual state of affairs can possibly 

be. The particular sentences could be paraphrased as "It is 

probably the case that ... ", "I assume/guess that ... ". 

(11) But we're going to the Dior party tonight anyway, and I 

think Givenchy is doing something tomorrow. [150] 

Ale dnes vecer jdeme na party k Diorovi a zitra, myslim, 

poradaji vecirek u Givenchy. 

In the example (11) the speaker expresses his assumption 

about the likely state of affairs with reference to the future. 

The expression I think presents the proposition as having a 

hight degree of probability. It is possible to substitute it by 

'I guess' or 'probably' 

and I guess Givenchy is doing something tomorrow. 

and Givenchy is probably doing something tomorrow. 

both of which add the quality of speculation to the actual 

utterance. The expression I guess implies that something is 

(not) likely to be the case, it is (not) probable. 

Furthermore, the probability-based opinion category 

includes instances where the speaker expresses his assessment 

of the truth of the propostion, his belief which might be 

supported by evidence, if necessary: 

(12) I will ask him for a load of timber for your rebuilding, 

and I think he will let me have it. [42] 
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Pozadam ho 0 naklad dreva na vasi prestavbu. Myslim, ze mi 

je da. 

(13) It shouldn't be too difficult - I think the cloak's big 

enough to cover two of us and Norbert. [17] 

Nemelo by to byt zvlasf tezke - myslim, ze plasf je dost 

veliky, aby nas zakryl oba dva i s Norbertem. 

By contrast, the following sentence (14) may convey belief 

or speculation about past situations and indicate what might 

have been the case at certain time in the past. Since they 

refer to past situations, in most cases the evidence to support 

this belief cannot be obtained. Again the proposition is put on 

a scale of probability, yet it concerns the period of time that 

has already passed. 

(14) I think that my mother would have been pleased to see me 

married, with children. [98] 

Myslim, ze matka by mela mnohem vetsi radost, kdyby me 

videla vdanou, s detmi, [ ... ]. 

Here the presence of the conjunction that supports the choice 

of this sense category. Quoting Aijmer, "the more defini ti ve 

meaning of I think (belief-evidential) is signalled by that 

and by lexical or prosodic prominence" (Aijmer 1997:281). 

I think may even realize a hedging function (example (15)). 

The statement could then be reformulated as "I could be 

mistaken but I think that ... " which focuses attention on 

uncertainty and hesitation. The speaker does not stand behind 

the statement as the sole authority, he would not like to be 

held fully responsible for what is being claimed. A more 

detailed description of this function will be provided in 

section 3.4.3. 
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(15) I think Mom's got a second cousin who's an accountant, 

but we never talk about him. [13] 

Myslim, ze maminka ma bratrance z druheho kolena, ktery je 

ucetni, ale 0 tom nikdy nemluvime. 

B: Subjective evaluation 

The second category includes instances that reflect evaluation 

which, however, is made from a purely subjective perspective. 

The proposition is in essence a non-verifiable judgment. The 

utterances contain an evaluative adjective which is used by 

the speaker to express his personal impression, estimation of 

a thing, person or situation. 

(16) "I think he's brilliant," said Harry coldly. [4] 

"Myslim, ze j e to SkVE§ly clovek," nami tl Harry chladne. 

(17) "I'm Courtenay. And I think what you're both doing is 

disgusting." [165] 

"A myslim si, ze to, co vy dva provadite, je nechutne." 

(18) "They're very proud of all that in Paris. I think it's 

terrific of you to come over." [192] 

Je opravdu skvele, ze jste se rozhodl prijet. 

(19) Irene shrugged. "I actually think the idea is good, too," 

she said. [119] 

"Tedy, podle m~ je ten napad docela dobry," pripustila. 

The adjectives 'brilliant', 'disgusting', 'terrific' or 

'good' show that an evaluation is made. In the first two 

examples, (16) and (17), the translation of I think is myslim 

(si), which does not really add to the explicitness of the 

subjective quality, while the translation podle m~ 
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complemented by tedy (actually) found in the last sentence (19) 

reflects the subjective quality more explicitly. 

c: Subjective attitude 

The third group is constituted by the sentences where the 

speaker formulates his attitude, belief or judgment without an 

actual proof. He states his conviction, theory or view about 

something, nevertheless, he presents his opinion as one based 

on personal judgment rather than actual facts. 

(20) "Do we need papers to prove it?" "Maybe we do. I think I 

do," he said honestly. [154] 

"JA si to alespoft myslim," pfiznal poctiv~. 

Next, the present category includes sentences referring to 

future, where the aim of the expression is to introduce a view 

of what should (or should not) be done in the future, as in the 

following examples: 

(21) Skipper, I think you'd better get back right away. [78] 

KapitAne, myslim, ze byste se rad~ji m~li okamzit~ vrAtit 

zpAtky." 

(22) I think perhaps we should not speculate beforehand. [47] 

Myslim, ze bychom se rad~ji nem~li pfedem dohadovat. 

It could be the case that a kind of necessity, (moral) 

obligation, permission or even prohibition is expressed: 

(23) I think they should keep it in the old wizzarding 

f ami 1 i e s . [ 2 0 ] 

Myslim, ze by se m~lo zustat jen u starych kouzelnickych 

rodin. 
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Moreover, the subj ecti ve opinion category includes 

instances where personal feelings are being communicated; the 

speaker makes known how he feels about something, a typical 

example being (24). 

(24) "I'm not mad at you," she said honestly. "I think I'm just 

hurt." [159] 

"Ale myslim, ze jsi mi ublizil." 

The borderlines between the particular categories are not 

clear cut and the context does not always provide sufficient 

clues for the classification. Consequently, some of the 

instances are classed as unclear. 

To sum up, the epistemic I (don't) think functions in 

discourse primarily either as a marker of certainty / 

probability (probability-based opinion category) or as a 

marker of opinion (subjective attitude and subjective 

evaluation category). 

As the first type of marker, I (don't) think puts the 

proposi tion on a scale of certainty /probabili ty. The speaker 

expresses what he thinks the actual state of affairs may 

potentially be. Evidence may be provided to support the 

proposition. The utterance can be paraphrased "It is probably 

the case that". 

As the latter type of marker, I (don't) think expresses 

either subjective attitude or subjective evaluation. Both 

these categories share the feature of subjectiveness, i.e. the 

speaker stands as the sole authority behind the proposition 

and cannot be corrected. The instances classified as 

subjective evaluation contain an evaluative adjective. 

The following table (Table 5) illustrates the above 

outlined classification. 
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Table 5: Classification of the semantic categories of I think. 

an opinion marker based 
on verifiable 

certainty/probability 
probability~based 

opinion 
- the proposition is put 
on a scale of 
certainty/probability 
- the speaker expresses 
what he thinks the actual 
state of affairs may 
potentially be 
- evidence may be 
provided to support the 
proposition 
- possible paraphrase: 
"It is probably the case 
that" 

an opinion marker based 
on non-verifiable judgment 

subjective 
attitude 

- the speaker 
expresses his 
conviction arrived 
at on purely 
purely subjective 
grounds 
- the speaker 
cannot be 
corrected 

subjective 
evaluation 

- an evaluative 
adjective is 
present 
- evaluation is 
based on purely 
subjective 
criteria 

3.4 Cross-linguistic analysis 

Close observation of the cross-linguistic relations shows that 

translations may provide a clue to distinct shades of meaning 

conveyed by a word. Basically, the present analysis was based 

on the assumption that comparisons carried out on a 

contrastive level allow to view the language from quite a 

different perspective and to detect features of words which 

are made explicit only depending on how they were translated. 

At the first stage, however, the aim was to discern the 

different shades of meaning of I (don't) think from the 

intralinguistic point of view. The context played a key role 

here and provided certain insight into the issue, nevertheless, 

the borderline between some of the categories remained quite 

blurred. The particular Czech translations thus represented a 

helpful tool in the process of classification. The 

multilingual study in fact confirmed the semantic differences. 

The following sections will present the translations of I 

(don't) think at first in the English-Czech parallel corpus, 
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then even Swedish translations will be incorporated. The 

findings are summed up in the tables. 

3.4.1 The English-Czech corpus 

3.4.1.1 Sense categories and their frequency 
Semantic classification of the epistemic I (don't) think was 

outlined in the section 3.3. The context helped to identify 

the particular meanings of the expression, namely the 

probability-based opinion, subjective evaluation or subjective 

attitude. 

The immediate environment, however, can comprise elements 

which provide a key to the categorization. Simon-Vandenbergen 

listed in her study items accompanying I think which emphasize 

its deliberative function (see 2.3.1., p.20). A few examples 

are provided below; they were all taken from the corpus file I 

subjected to analysis. The highlighted elements served in 

essence as a key in the process of classification. 

(25) For I think you are sent as a brother to brothers, and 

within this family of ours injury to one is injury to all. 

[41 ] 

Myslim totiz, ze vas posilaji jako bratry k bratrum, a v 

teto nasi rodine je nestesti jednoho nestestim vsech. 

Here (25) the causal-conditional element for strengthens the 

degree of persuasion on the side of the speaker. It is also 

reflected in the Czech translation by the word totiz. The 

sentence was consequently classed as subjective opinion type. 

The next example (26) employs a vocative to make the 

subjective opinion type more evident. 

(26) "I think there is some merit in your argument, Mr 

Ambassador," he said slowly. [73] 
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"Myslim, ze na vasich argumentech neco je, pane 

velvyslance," pronesl zvolna. 

Furthermore, do functioning as an empbasizer (emotive 

emphasis) in the sentence (27) was obviously decisive for the 

classification. The instance was classified as subjective 

attitude. In Czech it is the presence of the personal pronoun 

(here ja) that marks the quality of sUbjectiveness. 

(27)"I do think he might have told us prefects, at least." [25] 

"Ja. myslim, ze to mohl fict aspon nam prefektum." 

Finally, the following table summarizes the findings of my 

investigation. 

Table 6: Frequency of occurrence of I (don't) think in the 
particular corpus according to the semantic categories. 

probab.-
subj. subj. 

based unclear total 
opinion 

evaluation attitude 

I 
49 5 22 1 77 Br.E - think 

Czech I 89 44;5% 
corpus don't 5 - 7 - 12 

think 
I 

40 15 38 2 95 Am.E - think 
Czech I 111 55,5% 
corpus don't 6 3 7 - 6 

think 
total 100 50% 23 11,5% 74 37% 3 1,5% 200 100% 

The category of probability-based opinion forms the most 

abundant group, which could be justified by the fact that the 

sentences were taken from a corpus file of fiction. The 

utterances are closely connected to the narration, it is often 

the case that the author makes an extensive use of them in 

order to comment on the probable state of affairs with 

reference to the present, past or future. 
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The category of subjective attitude represents the second 

largest group followed by the subj ecti ve evaluation type. A 

few sentences remained, however, classified as unclear due to 

insufficient clues provided by the context. 

3.4.1.2 Translational variants of I think 

As claimed previously, a multilingual study may confirm the 

semantic differences noticed by means of analysis carried out 

on the intralinguistic level. The present section aims to 

trace the relations between the diverse senses of I think and 

the Czech translations. 

Table 7 shows the results of my analysis. I found that 

there were about 25 different translations. In some cases 

expressions that differed in mild lexical or grammatical 

modification were counted as one type (e. g. iikal/fikam 

si/iekl bych or podle mne/podle meho nazoru) . 

Table 7: Czech equivalents of I think and their frequency in 
the corpus (omitted instances of I don't think). 

Czech equivalents of I think Number of occurrences 
myslim (si) 104 60,5% 
domnivam se 9 5,2% 
nejspis 7 4,1% 
mam dojem 6 3,5% 
podle mne/podle me/podle meho nazoru 5 2,9% 
£ikal/£ikam si/£ekl bych 5 2,9% 
ve£im 4 2,3% 
j i3_~m. :g£e~vedc~na - - . -_ .. - .. - -.~ . - _.- ~- -- 4 .... 2,3% 
z£ejme 2 1,2% 
asi 2 1,2% 
snad 1 0,6% 
jsem si namoudusi jista 1 0,6% 
t£eba 1 0,6% 
pokud me pamet: neklame 1 0,6% 
pripada mi 1 0,6% 
vzpominam si 1 0,6% 
proste 1 0,6% 
pocitam 1 0,6% 
povazuju 1 0,6% 
hadam 1 0,6% 
mezi nami 1 5,2% 
no translation 13 7,5% 
Total 172 100 % 
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The investigation of the English-Czech parallel corpus 

showed that the most frequent translation of I think is myslim 

(si). This is due to the quality shared by both expressions: 

the quality of a rather general phrase, i. e. neither myslim 

(si) nor I think explicitly indicate the diverse shades of 

meaning described in 3.3. (By contrast, the situation is 

different in Swedish, a finding that will be discussed in the 

section 3.4.2.) Consequently, myslim (si) alone as a rendering 

of I think does not reveal any additional semantic features of 

its English equivalent. As suggested by Table 7, myslim (si) 

is the common translation of I think in the meaning of a 

probability-based opinion as well as subjective attitude. 

Other translational variants represent somewhat less 

frequent correspondences, yet, they make the specific meaning 

of I think quite evident. The expression podle meho 

nazoru/podle me, for instance, literally means 'in my opinion' 

and thus clearly displays the subj ecti ve sense of I think. 

Other similar Czech equivalents include: jsem si namoudusi 

jista (sentence classified as subjective evaluation) and vefim 

(subjective attitude). They make it clear that the speaker 

expresses his personal, subjective opinion, belief or 

estimation. 

On the other hand, the Czech expressions like mam dojem, 

nejspis, snad, asi, and zfejme put the proposition on a scale 

of probability. They mark the speaker's uncertainty about the 

state of affairs. In the case of fekl bych/spis bych fekla it 

is the conditional mood of the verb that indicates 

tentativeness. 

Due to the fact that the borderline between the particular 

sense categories is not always clear, certain instances were 

not easy to class. Classification of sentence (28), for 

instance, involved considerable difficulties. On the one hand, 

there is inclination to categorize it as a probability-based 

opinion (belief evidential) on the grounds that there have 
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been various studies carried out investigating male and female 

behaviour and it became fairly well-known that men and women 

usually view the issue differently. Yet, on the other hand, 

the speaker adds subjective evaluation to the statement by 

using the intensifier a lot: "it's a lot easier". Consequently, 

the utterance sounds less neutral and objective and therefore 

has been classified as subjective evaluation. Moreover, the 

Czech translation domniwim se contributes to the 

sUbjectiveness of the expression. 

(28) I think that it's a lot easier for a woman to be clear 

about separating out sex for money and sex for love than 

it is for a man to do so. [111] 

Domnivam se, ze oddelit sex pro penize a sex z lasky je 

nesrovnatelne snazsi pro zenu nez pro muze. 

The following table (Table 8) outlines frequency of the 

particular Czech equivalents according to the sense categories. 
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Table 8: Frequency of the particular Czech equivalents 
according to the semantic categories (omitted instances of I 
don't think). 

probab. 
subj. subj. 

Czech equivalents -based 
evaluation attitude 

unclear total 

opinion 
myslim (si) 58 7 37 2 104 
domnivam se 2 6 1 - 9 
nejspis 5 - 2 - 7 
mam dojem 5 - 1 - 6 
podle mne/podle 
me/podle meho 2 3 - 5 -
nazoru 
fikal/rikam 
si/rekl bych/spiS 4 - 1 - 5 
bych rekla 
jsem presvedcena - - 4 - 4 
verim - - 4 - 4 
zrejme 2 - - - 2 
asi 2 - - - 2 
snad 1 - - - 1 
jsem si namoudusi 

1 1 - - -
jista 
mozna 1 - - - 1 
treba 1 - - - 1 
pokud me pamet:' 

1 1 - - -
_naklame . ------,-- - --------, - ---- ~"--"- ----.- --- ----- -- ---- --------. ------ --- -- -" ." - .. -..... ~---

p£ipada mi - 1 - - 1 
vzpominam si 1 - - - 1 
proste - - 1 - 1 
poCitam 1 - - - 1 
povazuju - 1 - - 1 
hadam 1 - - - 1 
mezi nami - - 1 - 1 
no translation 4 2 4 1 12 
Total 90 19 60 3 172 

3.4.1.3 I don't think - realization of the negation in Czech 

An interesting point to note here is how the negation can be 

realized in English and then contrast it with the situation in 

Czech. As Duskova explains, English shares with Czech a 

specific quality, namely the way in which the negation can be 

realized in a nominal content clause containing the verbs like 

think, believe, suppose, expect, seem (and possibly others) in 

the main clause. In both languages the listed verbs allow 

negation either of the main or the subordinate clause without 
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causing any noticable change in meaning (Duskova 1994:348). 

Compare: 

(29) I think perhaps we should not speculate beforehand. [47] 

Mys1~, ze bychom se radeji nemeli predem dohadovat. 

(30) I don't think she wants to get married. [199] 

Nemys1~, ze by se chtela vydat. 

(31) I don't think it's a good idea. [198] 

Mys1~, ze to neni dobry napad. 

The first sentence (29) illustrates the case when in 

English the negation is found in the subordinate clause, while 

in the Czech translation it has been moved to the 

complementing clause. In Czech the placing of the negation is 

conditioned by the inserted adverb radeji. 

On the other hand, sentences (30) and (31) exemplify 

instances where in English it is the main clause that is 

negated, while the Czech translations demonstrate the 

possibility to negate either clause. In (30) the negation 

occurs in the main clause (nemyslim) while in (31) it is found 

in the subordinate clause ,ze to neni ... ). Both of these 

sentences could be reformulated as: 

(30) Nemyslim, ze by se chtela vydat. ~ 

(30)'Myslim, ze by se nechtela (jeste)/nechce vydat. 

(31) Myslim, ze to neni dobry napad. ~ 

(31)'Nemyslim, ze je to dobry napad. 

In the corpus file with 200 instances of I (don't) think, 

31 of the sentences are negative. The negation is placed 

either in the main clause, i.e. I think clause, or in the 
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nominal content clause, i.e. (that)-complementing clause. The 

tables below illustrate the results of my investigation. 

Tab1e 9: The form of negation in English and how it is 
reflected in Czech. 

Czech Position of the negation in the Total 
translation Czech sentences 

I think • podle me negation in the main 
1 

+ nikoliv: 1 clause 
3 

negative • myslim, negation in the 
2 clause ze ne- : 2 subordinate clause 

Table 11: 
negation in the main 

14 see clause 
I don't Czech 

negation in the 28 
thihk equivalents of 12 

I don't think subordinate clause 
not classed 2 

Total 31 

Tab1e 10: An overview of the clauses negated in English and 
Czech. 

Position of the English Czech 
negation 
main clause 28 90,3% 15 48,4% 
subordinate 

3 9,7% 14 45,2% 
clause 
unclassified - 2 6,5% 
Total 31 100% 31 100% 

My findings support only part of what has been stated by 

Duskova: in the complex sentences with the verbs think, 

believe etc., where the negation can occur either in the main 

or subordinate clause, the general tendency in Czech is to 

place it in the subordinate clause, while English primarily 

negates the main clause (Duskova 1994: 348). Out of the total 

number of 31 negative English sentences found in the corpus 

only three of them negated the subordinate clause. However, 

the investigation of the corpus showed that negation of the 

main or subordinate clause was almost equally frequent in 

Czech. This can be most probably due to either the influence 

that the original had over the translator or a rather limited 

sample of material subjected to analysis. 
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Relating to the Czech translations, sentence (32) , 

originally included in the 'not classed' group, could be 

reformulated as (32)' and subsequently grouped as 'negation in 

the subordinate clause'. The total number of instances would 

then be amounting to 15 (instead of 14). 

(32) nso it's not about a class on prostitution," she 

summarized. "No, I don't think that it is". [144] 

ffTak~e 0 seminAr 0 prostituci vlastn~ vfibec 

nejde!" shrnula. ffNejde. Jsem 0 tom presv~d6enA." 

(32)'Jsem presved6enA, ~e 0 seminAr 0 prostituci nejde. 

The following two tables summarize my findings: Table 11 

shows the frequency of occurrence of I don't think; Table 12 

reflects the diverse translational variants of this negative 

expression according to the sense categories outlined in the 

section 3.3. 

Table 11: Czech equivalents of I don't think and their 
frequency. 

Equivalents 
number 

of instances 
myslim ... ne:::. 11 39,2% 
nemyslim 7 25% 
ne- ... , jsem presv~d6enA 2 7% 
pochybuju 1 3,6% 
nejsem si jisty 1 3,6% 
nerekla bych 1 3,6% 
nev~fim tomu 1 3,6% 
nejspis ne 1 3,6% 
radsi ne I 3,6% 
snad ne- I 3,6% 
ne, netvrdim 1 3,6% 
Total 28 100 9-

0 
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Table 12: Czech equivalents of I don't think and their 
frequency according to the semantic categories. 

probab. 
subj. subj. total 

-based 
opinion 

evaluation attitude number 

myslim ... ne- 5 1 5 11 
nemyslim 3 - 4 7 
pochybuju 1 - - 3 
nerekla bych/netvrdim - 2 - 2 
ne- ... jsem presvedcena - - 2 2 
nejsem si jisty - - 1 1 
neverim tomu - - 1 1 
nejspis ne 1 - - 1 
radsi ne 1 - - 1 
snad ne- 1 - - 1 

Total 
12 3 

28 
13 28 

To sum up, in English instances reflecting the negation of 

the main clause clearly predominate over those comprising a 

negative subordinate clause. In Czech, by contrast, the 

sentences with either way of negation have almost the same 

frequency. 

3.4.1.4 Integration of I ( don't) think into the sentence 
The analysis showed that I (don't) think can be integrated 

into the sentence basically in three different ways. It can, 

in the first place, constitute the main clause complemented by 

a that-nominal content clause. The conjunction that (Nuyts 

(1997:14) calls it 'complementiser') may be present or omitted. 

Furthermore, I think, unlike its negative version, can occur 

as a fairly loose unit inserted into the sentence functioning 

as an element of adverbial character - a kind of disjunct. 

This construction is so called "parenthetical" (Huddleston 

et.al. 2000:895; Nuyts 1997:12). Finally, in my analysis I 

came across instances which are classified here as 

miscellaneous (they are in essence elliptical uses of some 

kind) . 
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Table 13 lists the particular types of constructions and 

their frequency. The nominal content clause structure 

dominantes here. 

Table 13: Ways of integration of I (don't) think into the 
sentence. 

Type of construction I think I don't think 
Nominal that present 31 7 
content 152 28 
clause that omitted 121 21 

initial 0 
position 

Parenthetical medial 10 4 0 
construction position 

final 
6 

position 
Miscellaneous 10 5 

Total 172 28 
200 

i. Nominal content clause construction 

As indicated by Table 13, I (don't) think occurs primarily in 

the main clause complemented by a nominal content clause. This 

is due to the syntactic and semantic features of the 

construction. From the syntactic point of view, I think can be 

negated (I don't think), it allows 'modification' (I honestly 

think; I tend to think; I like to think; Personally, I think) 

and subject raising (It is I who thinks) etc. From the 

semantic point of view, as explained in section 3.3., I think 

reflects diverse shades of meaning depending on the context. 

In the complex sentence the complementiser that may be 

present (33) or ellipted (34). In 121 instances it was 

expressed, 31 sentences were asyndetic. 

(33) "I think that I was shaking, and it was partly out of fear 

and partly out of anger." [103] 

"Myslim, ze jsem se klepala, zcasti ze strachu a zcasti 

vzteky." 
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(34) "I think there's going to be thunderstorm at any moment." 

[75] 

"Myslim, ze kazdY'm okamzikem vypukne bourka." 

Omission of that reflects greater degree of hesitation, 

uncertainty: 

"I think is thought to have a hedging function when 

that is missing (Karkkainen, unpublished; Simon

Vandenbergen, that volume). Greater tentativeness is 

expressed when I think is placed as a hedge in 

adverbial positions" (Aijmer 1997:280). 

The interesting point to note here is that I don't think, 

in contrast to its posi ti ve version, tends to appear with no 

conjunction. In 21 instances that was omitted, while only 7 

sentences actually contained the complementiser. 

ii. Parenthetical construction - disjunct 

The expression I think may further occur in so called 

'parenthetical construction', i.e. it is inserted into the 

sentence by means of commas. To quote Huddleston et.al. 

(2002:895), 

"By parentheticals we mean expressions which can be 

appended parenthetically to an anchor clause but 

which also have a non-parenthetical use in which 

they take a declarative content clause as complement 

- expressions like I think, don't you think?, and so 

on" . 

Examples (35), (36), and (37) reflect the parenthetical use of 

I think. 

(35) His favorite moment, I think, was riding the glass 

elevator with me in handcuffs, potentially visible to 

anyone who cared to look. [105] 

Myslim, ze nejradsi mel tu chvilku, kdy jsme v prosklenem 
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vytahu vyjizdeli nahoru, ja v poutech, takze me mohl videt 

kazdy, kdo by se obtezoval po nas ohlednout. 

(36) Some sort of test, I think. [26] 

Myslim, ze na to je nejaka zkouska. 

(37) That's the lobster, I think. [106] 

Tohle je humr, aspon myslim. 

As the above examples show, I think can parenthetically 

occupy either the medial or final position. This quite free 

placing marks its character of a communicatively less 

important part of the sentence: "The syntactic structure 

signals that the anchor is the communicatively most important 

part of the message, with the parenthetical supplement 

correspondingly backgrounded" (Huddleston et.al. 2002:896). 

This leads to the conclusion, as Huddleston et. al. explains, 

that the use of I think as this loose element here serves "to 

weaken the speaker's commitment to the truth of the anchor 

proposition" (ibid.). 

The situation is similar in Czech, where myslim can be 

found in medial or final position, yet, unlike in English, it 

can even be placed initially (example (35)). 

Table 14 reflects, on the one hand, which position 

parenthetical I think occupied in the studied corpus; on the 

other hand it also illustrates the translational variants and 

their frequency. 
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Table 14: Parenthetical I think, its position and translation 
(10 instances out of 200). 

Position 
Number Translation 

of instances (number of instances) 

Medial myslim: 1 
nejspis: 1 3 

hadam: 1 

Final (aspon) myslim: 4 
podle me: 1 7 

no translation: 2 

Total 10 

Subsequently it can be claimed that the position of 

parenthetical I think, whether it is medial or final, is in 

essence not decisive. It is rather its quality of a loose 

element within the sentence, the character possessed by any 

parenthetical. Simon-Vandenbergen commented in her paper on 

the position of I think in the clause and arrived at the 

conclusion that in comparison to other constructions both 

placings characterize higher degree of tentativeness and 

hesitation. 

The parenthetical use of I think is in contrast to that

complement instances by far less frequent. Nuyts (1997:13) 

compares these two types of constructions: 

"Strictly grammatically speaking, parenthetical 

mental state predicates have the typical features of 

a non-focusable item, like adverbs: they cannot be 

questioned, they cannot be negated, they cannot be 

negative [ ... ], they don't allow a contrastive 

construction etc. , while the complement taking 

version of the predicate does allow all these things 

[ ... ] " . 

iii. ~scellaneous 

Besides these two main structural types I (don't) think is 

also found in the following constructions: 
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a) I (don't) think + pro-for.m (positive so, negative not) 

(38) "Did he believe you?!" "I think so", she said, looking 

pensive. [171] 

"Veril ti?" "Myslim, ze ano," odpovedela zamyslene. 

(39) "And has suffered no damage?" "I think not," said the boy. 

[45] 

"A neutrpel zadne skody?" "Myslim, ze ne," chtel ho 

chlapec potesit. 

As Greenbaum and Quirk explain (2003:253), "this use of not is 

restricted mainly to verbs of belief and assumption, whereas 

the corresponding use of so is frequently found also in some 

verbs of saying such as say and tell". The negative pro-form 

for a that-clause thus confirms the claim that I think appears 

here in its qualificational use. 

Of some interest may be the observation that "with verbs 

taking transferred negation, the use of not (e.g. I think not) 

as a pro-form is rather formal, and is often replaced by so 

preceded by negation in the main clause" (Greenbaum, Quirk 

2003:254). The example 40 corresponds to 40', yet, the 

presence of so marks the quality of being less formal. 

(40) "I think not," said the boy. ~ (40)' "I don't think so." 

b) Various elliptical uses, a topic which will not be 

discussed here due to the peripheral occurrence of these 

constructions and rather low importance for the purpose 

of the present study. Sentence (41) represents one of 

these instances. 

(41) I remember hearing someone talking about heroin, once, I 

think on a PBS documentary. [72] 
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Vzpomnela jsem si, ze jsem jednou slysela nekoho mluvit 0 

heroinu, myslim, ze v nejakem televiznim dokumentu. 

Table 15 reflects the various occurrences of the studied 

expression found in the English-Czech corpus (apart from the 

that-complemet and parenthetical use). 

Table 15: Summary of the miscellaneous constructions that the 
expression I (don't) think can realize (apart from the nominal 
content clause and parenthetical construction). 

I think I don't think 
so not others so 

Number of instances 5 1 4 5 
Total 10 5 

3.4.1.5 Summary of the findings 

The first finding of my analysis concerns translational 

variants of epistemic I think. The Czech expression myslim (si) 

corresponds to English I think in the majority of the 

instances. It was found that myslim (si) shared with its 

English counterpart the feature of a verb neutralizing the 

diverse shades of meaning which become evident by means of the 

context. Other translations, though less frequent, make the 

sense of I think explicit. 

Secondly, the investigation shows that in English as well 

as in Czech the negation can occur either in the main or 

subordinate clause. Yet, English primarily negates the main 

clause while negation in Czech is found equally frequent in 

the main as well as in the subordinate clause. 

Thirdly, the position of I (don't) think was examined. The 

results are following: in the qualificational use 

expression can occur as: 

a) a main clause within a subordinate content clause, 

where 

i. that-complement/conjunction is present 
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ii. that conjunction is omitted 

b) a parenthetical construction/disjunct 

c) followed by a pro-form so or not; elliptical variants 

I think is found in all the above listed constructions, while 

the use of I don't think is limited only to the complex 

sentence. 

3.4.2 The English-Czech-Swedish parallel corpus 

The foregoing sections treated the topic of the epistemic I 

(don't) think within the framework of the parallel English

Czech corpus. The present part, on the other hand, extends the 

scope of the study and incorporates Swedish correspondences. 

The same approach and order of topics has been adopted 

here as in section 3.4.1. treating the parallel English-Czech 

corpus. First, there is a discussion of the Czech and Swedish 

equivalents of I think followed by a comment on the negative 

version of the expression contrasted with the situation in the 

other two languages. Finally, attention is paid to the 

position of I (don't) think within the sentence and how it is 

reflected in the translations. 

The investigated material included 35 instances of 

qualificational I (don't) think contrasted with its Czech and 

Swedish equivalents found in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the 

Gallaxy. 

A) Translational variants of I think 

In the English-Czech-Swedish parallel corpus 9 different types* 

of Czech equivalents corresponded to English I think. 

Remarkably, the situation was the same in Swedish where the 

number of different renderings equaled 9 as well. The tables 

below (Table 16 and 17) list all the translational variants . 

• I used the word types on grounds that expressions like fikam si and rekl bych are treated as one type of a 
translational variant, spis and nejspis as another type, etc. 
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The investigation carried out on a contrastive basis 

confirmed the previous findings, namely that the most frequent 

Czech translation of I think is myslim (si), amounting to 12 

instances (32%). On the Swedish part, primarily the expression 

jag tror corresponded to I think; it occurred in 18 sentences 

(55%) • 

Table 16: Czech equivalents of I think and their frequency 
according to the semantic categories. 

Czech Prob.-
Subj. Subj. Number of 

equivalents of based 
I think opinion 

evaluation attitude instances 

myslim (si) 8 1 3 12 38,7% 
asi 1 - 3 4 12,9% 
no translation 1 - 3 4 12,9% 
fikc:'m si/fekl 

2 1 3 9,7% -
bych 
(nej)spis 2 - 1 3 9,7% 

mam dojem - - 1 1 3,22% 
snad - 1 - 1 3,22% 
zfejme 1 - - 1 3,22% 
pfipadalo mi - - 1 1 3,22% 
mozna 1 - - 1 3,22% 

-

Total 16 2 13 31 100% 

Table 17: Swedish equivalents of I think and their frequency 
according to the semantic categories. 

Swedish Prob.-
Subj. Subj. Number 

equivalents of based 
I think opinion 

evaluation attitude of instances 

jag tror 10 - 6 16 51,7% 
no translation 2 - 3 5 16,1% 
:jag tycker - 1 1 2 6,5% 
val 1 - 1 2 6,5% 
jag tanker - - 1 1 3,2% 
verkar 1 - - 1 3,2% 
nog 1 - - 1 3,2% 
antagligen 1 - - 1 3,2% 
kanske - - 1 1 3,2% 
maste vara - 1 - 1 3,2% 

Total 16 2 13 31 100% 
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At first sight it may seem that Swedish tro shares the 

same quality of a general verb with its counterparts in Czech 

and English. Yet, the opposite is true. Swedish in essence 

possesses two verbs that correspond to English think and Czech 

myslet, namely tro, tycka. Unfortunately, the corpus is not 

sufficiently extensive to clearly mark the division between 

tro and tycka since the latter is found in only 2 sentences. 

Nevertheless, there are certain indications that characterize 

their use. 

By means of the particular verb Swedish speakers make it 

explicit what specific meaning of think they have in mind, 

what their relation to the proposition is: whether they intend 

to express uncertainty and hesitation, or whether they state 

an opinion based on purely subj ecti ve grounds, etc. In her 

paper Aijmer outlined the various features of both of these 

verbs (see 2.3.2., pp.28-29). 

In the example (42), classified as subjective evaluation, 

the use of tycka explicitly displays the subjectiveness of the 

proposition. Based on his observation of the situation the 

speaker evaluates it from a purely personal point of view and 

thus cannot be corrected. The adverbial of measure i overkant 

( literally over the edge) strengthens the subj ecti veness of 

the statement. 

(42) I think this is getting needlessly messianic. [58] 

Snad by to slo bez toho mesiasstvi. 

Nu tycker jag det haIler pa att bli profetiskt i overkant. 

In (43) tycka marks the speaker's personal view on the 

situation, his subjective opinion which need not be shared by 

others. Czech equivalent piipadalo mi, which, too, implies 

that the speaker bases his statement on the personal 

experience, confirms the choice of the subjective opinion 

category. 
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(43) "Dunno," said Zaphod, "I think I preferred it when they 

were shooting." [24] 

"Nevim," odpovedel Zafod, "ale pfipadalo mi lepsi, kdyz 

stfileli." 

"Ingen aning," sa Zaphod. "Jag tyckte det var battre nar 

dom bara skot." 

On the other hand, jag tror in sentence (44) indicates the 

possible availability of objective evidence. The expression 

suggests hesitation and uncertainty, the features supported 

both by the modal verb used epistemically and by the Czech 

equivalent mozna. 

(44) "Because ... because '" I think it might be because if I 

knew I wouldn't be able to look for them."[23] 

"Protoze ... protoze ... mozna proto, ze kdybych to vedel, tak 

bych to zase nebyl schopen hledat." 

"For att... for at ... Jag tror det ar for att om jag visste 

vad det var skulle jag inte kunna leta efter det." 

The Swedish adverbs val (rather), nog (probably, likely), 

antagligen (presumably, most likely, probably) clearly imply 

that the proposition is put on a scale of probability. They 

represent a clue leading primarily to the category of 

probability-based opinion, if the context does not provide 

evidence which contradicts this assumption. Compare: 

(45) "Well," said Zaphod airily, "it's partly the curiosity, 

partly a sense of adventure, but mostly I think it's the 

fame and the money ... " [16] 

"No ... j e v tom zcasti zvedavost, castecne smysl pro 

dobrodru.zstvi, ale hlavne asi slava a penize ... ," fekl 

Zafod povznesene. 

"Tja," sa Zaphod forstrott, "dels ar det val nyfikenhet 
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och dels kanslan av aventyr, men mest ar det val aran och 

pengarna ... " 

(46) "Well, eventually just habit I think, to be brutally 

honest." [21] 

"Nejspis uz jen ze zvyku, kdyz to mam rict bez obalu." 

"Tja, det ar viil av gammal vana egentligen, om man ska 

vara uppriktig." 

Sentence (45) (classified as probability-based opinion) 

implies speaker's estimation: what most probably is/can be the 

case. On the other hand, sentence (46) is characterized as 

subjective attitude despite the presence of viil. The 

information contained in the following clause "to be brutally 

honest" implies the personal opinion of the speaker, his view 

on the situation which basically cannot be shared by anyone 

else. 

Table 18 illustrates Czech and Swedish translations of I 

think and how they overlap. 
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Table 18: Czech and Swedish equivalents of I think according 
to the sense categories. 

number of instances according to the 
Czech corresponding sense categories 
equivalent Swedish probability-

subjective 
Total 

of I think equivalent based 
subjective 

opinion 
evaluation opinion 

jag tror 7 - 2 9 
maste vara - 1 - 1 

myslim 12 
kanske - - 1 1 

0 1 - - 1 
jag tror - - 1 1 

asi val - - 1 1 4 

0 - - 2 2 

jag tanker - - 1 1 
fikam si/ skulle jag 1* 1 3 - -
fekl bych tro 

verkar 1 - - 1 
jag tror 1 - - 1 

(nej)spis nog 1 - - 1 3 
va1 - - 1* 1 

Total 12 1 9 22 

B) Realization of negation in the three languages 

As pointed out previously, in English either the main or the 

subordinate clause can be negated. Analysis of the English

Czech-Swedish corpus confirmed the previous findings, namely 

that the general tendency in English is to place the negation 

in the main clause. As regards the Czech equivalents, 

primarily the subordinate clause was negated, unlike in 

Swedish where jag trar inte appeared in 3 out of 5 sentences. 

Table 19 reflects the occurrence of negation in English 

sentences and contrasts it with the situation in Czech and 

Swedish. 

* In English - parenthetical construction 
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Table 19: Negation in English contrasted with the situation in 
Czech and Swedish. 

Czech Swedish number of 
translation translation instances 

I think + 
negative spis ne- nog ... inte 1 
clause 

myslim ne- jag tror inte 2 
I don't jag tror inte 

4 
think asi ne- det verkar bli 2 

svart 
Total - - 5 

C) Integration of I (don't) think into the sentence 

I (don't) think occurred primarily in asyndetic sentences, i.e. 

the conjunction that was omitted. The author made use of the 

parenthetical construction only once. This was translated to 

Czech as rekla bych and to Swedish as skulle jag tro. These 

translations confirm the previous claim that the parenthetical 

construction expresses uncertainty and hesitation. The pro

form used in the sentences found in the corpus was I think so 

and I don't think so. The potential negative version I think 

not, which is rather formal, did not appear in the corpus. 

Table 20 illustrates how I don't think was integrated into 

the sentences found in the English-Czech-Swedish corpus. 

Table 20: Integration of I don't think into the sentence. 

Type of construction I think I don't think 

Nominal that 
1 1 

content present 28 3 
clause that 

omitted 
27 2 

Parenthetical final 
1 -construction position 

Pro-form 1 1 
Miscellaneous 1 ---
Total 31 4 

35 
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3.4.3 A note on the pragmatic point of view 
So far, only the semantic aspect of the epistemic I think has 

been discussed. Nonetheless, as Leech claims in his book 

Principles of Pragmatics (1990:2) , "it is notoriously 

difficu1 t to exclude the way meaning varies from context to 

context, [ ... ] semantics [thus] spills over into pragmatics". 

This implies that semantics and pragmatics are closely 

interconnected, they represent disciplines that complement 

each other. In order to be able to fully understand the 

character of I (don't) think, the pragmatic point of view need 

to be taken into account. 

The way people speak follows specific rules, which 

speakers in general adhere to. These principles (called maxims) 

represent an essential condition for a successful verbal 

interaction. They form the basis of the so called Cooperative 

Principle (henceforth CP) elaborated by Grice. Briefly, the 

four maxims are: 

1) Maxim of quantity, i. e. to give the right amount of 

information. 

2) Maxim of quality, i. e. to make the contribution one 

that is true. 

3) Maxim of relation, i. e. the contribution ought to be 

relevant to the topic. 

4) Maxim of manner requires the contribution to be 

perspicuous. 

For the study of I (don't) think only the maxim of quality is 

truly relevant. 

The speakers tend to use specific expressions to mark that 

they may be in danger of not fully adhering to the maxims. 

These expressions are called hedges and I (don't) think 

represents one of them. It is used as a tool to make it 

explicit that the speaker's contribution may potentially be 
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one that is not completely true based on his lack of knowledge, 

evidence etc. As Leech (1990:9) points out, 

"it is quite open to the speaker to opt out of the 

CP, for example for the purpose of wantonly 

deceiving the hearer. One can tell lies [ ... ], but 

the point about the CP is that if speakers told lies 

randomly and indiscriminately, we should no longer 

be able to communicate by means of language". 

Consequently, speakers make an extensive use of this 

hedging expression in order to either: 

a. express their uncertainty and hesitation about something 

and thus to indicate that they may be In danger of 

violating the maxim of quality. They state their 

assumption and at the same time they aim to avoid the 

possible danger of threat to their face: 

"The hedging effect [ ... ] suggests that what is said 

is the speaker's own personal and tentative opinion, 

and, thus, need not be shared by other people, and 

that the speaker may actually be wrong about it" 

(Nuyts 1997:10). 

b. show their personal opinion and, at the same time, lessen 

the possible threat to the listener's face. 

In both cases the expression I think represents a considerably 

helpful tool. The following examples (47) and (48) illustrate 

this function of I think. 

(47) Fred said it hurts a lot, but I think he was joking. [27] 

Fred rikal, ze to dost boli, ale delal si nejspis legraci. 

(48) "Hagrid," he said quietly, "I think you must have made a 

mistake." 
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ffHagride," fekl rozv&~n~, fffekl bych, ~e jste se museli 

zmYlit. " 

Sentence (47) illustrates how the speaker presents his 

which, in fact, may potentially be wrong. On the 

in sentence (48) the speaker tries to lessen the 

assumption, 

other hand, 

threat to the listener's face. 
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4 Conclusion 
The investigation was carried out in two steps: first I 

subjected to analysis the English-Czech corpus and summarized 

my findings. Comparison of the use of the expression in the 

British and American parallel corpus did not show any obvious 

differences. Then I proceeded to the examination of the 

English-Czech-Swedish corpus. Subsequently, I compared the 

results with the previous findings as well as the findings of 

Aijmer and Simon-Vandenbergen. I arrived at the following 

conclusions: 

To begin with, as observed by Nuyts, Aijmer, and Simon

Vandenbergen the expression I (don't) think in its 

qualificational meaning conveys distinct semantic features. 

These have been categorized as a probability-based opinion 

where I (don't) think functions as a marker of probability, 

subjective attitude and subjective evaluation where the 

expression represents a marker of opinion. 

Second, my analysis shows the Czech expression (ne)myslim 

(si) to be an equivalent of I (don't) think that does not 

explici tly display the inherent semantic features, a quality 

shared with its English original. Other translations occur 

less frequently, nevertheless, they often provide a clue to 

the distinct shades of meaning of the expression, i. e. they 

make the various meanings more evident. 

Third, the present investigation confirmed Aijmer's 

findings relating to the Swedish verbs tro and tycka: 

a) the verb tycka implies that an evaluation based on purely 

personal experience, perception or observation is made; 

the speaker cannot be corrected, his evaluation cannot be 

tested by objective evidence; 

b) the verb tro puts the proposition on the scale of 

probability/certainty, it indicates that the speaker 

reports or infers something on the basis of obj ecti ve 

evidence. 
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The Swedish speakers make it apparent which sense of think 

they have in mind by means of the particular verb. By contrary, 

in Czech as well as English it is either the context or the 

translation that provide a clue to the distinction. 

Fourth, examination of the negative instances showed that 

while both languages, English as well as Czech, can negate 

either the main or subordinate clause, there is a tendency in 

English to negate the main clause, while the frequency of 

negation found in the main or subordinate clause was almost 

the same in Czech. Swedish negated the main clause, i.e. jag 

tror inte. 

Fifth, I think in its qualificational meaning occurs in 

the nominal content clause or parenthetical construction, 

while negation is limited only to the nominal content clause. 

In general, the study in essence showed that the 

contrastive study approach is a very useful tool and often 

disambiguates semantic distinctions In one language which are 

otherwise very difficult to make. 
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5 Slovak summary/Zhrnutie v slovenskom jazyku 
Uvod 

V kazdodennej komunikaeii predstavuje vyraz (ne)myslim (I 

(don't) think) uzitocnu pomoeku na vyjadrenie vlastneho 

postoja, nazoru, ci predpokladu. CieIom tejto praee bolo 

skumaf na kontrastivnej baze prekladove varianty tohoto vyrazu, 

ktoryeh roznorodosf mala ukazaf 

odtiene. 

jeho rozlicne vyznamove 

Teoretieka casf si stanovila dva hlavne eiele: 

vysvetlif lingvistieke pojmy, ktore sa objavili 

v predehadzajueieh studiaeh a boli pouzite aj v tejto 

praei; 

zhrnuf predehadzajuee dve studie istotneho pouzitia 

vyrazu I think (myslim) v anglictine, od ktoryeh sa 

odvijal aj sucasny vyskum. 

Praktieka casf sa zamerala na samotnu analYzu. Autorka v 

nej popisala skumane materialy a postup pri analYze. Vysledky 

nasledne zhrnula a doplnila tabuIkami. 

Praeu uzavrela strucnYm prehladom hlavnyeh zisteni a 

porovnala ieh so zisteniami autoriek predehadzajueieh dvoeh 

studii. 

Teoreticka. cast' 

Definovanie lingvistickych pojmov relevantnych pre analyzu 

vYrazu (ne)~s~±m (X (don't) think) 

Ucelom teoretiekej casti bolo vysvetli f pojmy relevantne pre 

dany vyskum, a to: polysemia, divergentna polysema a 

epistemieka modalita. 

Polysemia oznacuj e j av, kedy j azykove j ednotky maj u viae 

navzajom rozne suvisieiaeh strukturovanyeh vYznamov. 

Z kontrastivneho hIadiska, tj . pri porovnavani jazykovyeh 

jednotiek a ieh preladovyeh naprotivkov, moze dojsf podIa 

Al tenberg-Granger (2002: 22) k trom zakladnYm j avom: zhodnej / 

prekryvajueej sa polysemii (overlapping polysemy) , 
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divergentnej 

v cielovom 

polysemii 

jazyku 

(di verging polysemy) 

neodpoveda originalu 

ekvivalent (no correspondence). 

a k pripadu, ked' 

ziadny zrejmy 

Pojem divergentna polysemia ozna6uje jav, ked' sa vyznamove 

spektrum jednotiek jedneho jazyka nezhoduje s prekladovymi 

naprotivkami v inom jazyku. 

Istotna modalita (epistemic modality) vyjadruje postoj 

hovoriaceho k obsahu vypovede, stupei'i j eho presved6enia 

(istoty) 0 realnej platnosti vypovede, tj. 6i sa mu obsah 

vypovede j avi ako isty, pravdepodobny, mozny alebo nemozny 

(Duskova 1994:185). 

Mentalny prisudok - myslie~/myslet (think) 

Z hladiska polysemie slovesa mysliet'/myslet (think) je mozne 

rozdelif jeho vyznamove odtiene na dva zakladne typy: 

a) dynamicky/mentalny typ 

b) hodnotiaci typ 

Prvy typ ozna6uje predovsetkYm pouzitie slovesa vo vyzname 

kogitacie, tj. premyslania, uvazovania. Naproti tomu 

hodnotiaci typ nazna6uj e, ze hovorca vyj adruj e svoj nazor 6i 

postoj k danej situacii. Hodnotiaci typ v podstate odpoveda 

istotnemu pouzitiu slovesa. Porovnaj dynamicky/mentalny typ (1) 

a hodnotiaci typ vyznamu (2): 

(1) 0 60m premyslas?/ 0 6em premyslis? 

What are you thinking about? 

(2) Myslim, ze je to skvely napad./Myslim, ze je to skvely 

napad. 

I think it's a great idea. 

(Ne)myslim (I (don't) think) ur6itYm sp6sobom modifikuje 

hodnotu vypovede a m6ze byf nasledne interpretovany ako vyraz 

suvisiaci s modali tou istotneho typu. Hovorca vyj adruj e svoj 
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postoj k obsahu vypovede, svoj nazor ci presvedcenie. Cielom 

prace je skumaf toto uzke pouzitie daneho mentalneho prisudku 

(mental predicate) . 

Materialy predstavujuce vYchodiskovY bod 

IstotnYm pouzitim vyrazu I think (myslim) 

lingvistky Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen 

sa zaoberali aj 

a Karin Aijmer. 

Sucasna praca je vo svojej podstate replikaciou ich studii. 

Simon-Vandenbegen (1998) skumala pouzi tie vyrazu a j eho 

preklady do holandctiny v ramci parlamentnych rokovani, Aijmer 

(1998) si zvolila uplne odlisny zaner zamerala sa na 

beletriu a preklady vyrazu hlavne do svedciny, vysledky vsak 

porovnala aj s n6rcinou, nemcinou a holandctinou. 

Obe autorky roztriedili istotne pouzitie anglickeho vyrazu 

I think (myslim) do troch kateg6rii, ktore si v podstate 

navzajom odpovedaju: 

Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen: 

• subjektivny nazor (subjective opinion) hovorca sa 

neopiera 0 zmyslove dojmy, je si isty a svoj vyrok 

nezaklada na d6kaze; vyjadruje vlastny nazor zalozeny na 

ciste subjektivnom zaklade, hovorcu nie je mozne opravif 

• subjektivne zhodnotenie (subjective evaluation) 

d6lezitYm znakom skupiny je pritomnosf hodnotiaceho 

pridavneho mena; hovorca pomocou neho vyjadruje 

subjektivne zhodnotenie situacie, ide 0 neoveritelny 

posudok 

• d6kazom podloziteIny nazor (belief-evidential) - platnosf 

vyroku je mozne overif ci podlozif d6kazom 

Karin Aijmer: 

• ciry nazor (pure opinion) hovorca vyjadruje druh 

nutnosti, povinnosti, povolenia ci zakazu; v pripade 

pri tomnosti hodnotiaceho pridavneho mena ide 0 pripad, 
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ked' hovorca 

vykona-c/sta-c 

vyjadri, co by sa malo v buducnosti 

• subjektivne zhodnotenie (subjective evaluation) - zhoduje 

sa s rovnako pomenovanou skupinou u Simon-Vandenbergen 

• nazor zalozeny na pravdepodobnosti (probability-based 

opinion) hlavnym znakom vyroku j e vacsia ci mensia 

miera pravdepodobnosti jeho obsahu/vyrok je mozne 

umiestni -c na stupnicu pravdepodobnosti/istoty; vyrok j e 

mozne parafrazova-c slovami: "Pravdepodobne plati, ze ... " 

Simon-Vandenbergen dospela k zaveru, ze v parlamentnych 

rokovaniach sa vyraz I think (myslim) vyuziva predovsetkYrn na 

vyj adrenie vlastneho presvedcenia 0 tom, co j e spravne a co 

nie, co by sa malo alebo nemalo sta-c. Najpocetnejsiu kateg6riu 

u nej tYm padom tvorila skupina subjektivny nazor (subjective 

opinion). U Aijmer to naproti tomu bola skupina nazor zalozeny 

na pravdepodobnosti, co vyplyva zo skutocnosti, ze skumala 

zaner beletrie. 

Prakticka cast' 

V praktickej casti naviazala autorka na uz zmienene studie a 

snazila sa vyskum aktualizova-c pre situaciu v cestine. 

Popisala tu skumane materialy a postup pri vyskume. Nacrtla 

klasifikaciu istotneho pouzi tia vyrazu I (don't) think 

(myslim) , ktoru d'alej aplikovala v samotnej analyze. Vo 

vyskume sa nasledne zamerala jednak na frekventovanos-c 

j ednotli vych semantickych kateg6rii vyrazu a ich prekladove 

naprotivky, jednak na zaclenenie vyrazu do vety. Pozornos-c 

venovala aj zapornej forme vyjadrenia. Napokon nasledovala 

strucna zmienka 0 pouzivani daneho vyrazu z pragmatickeho 

hladiska. Jednotlive casti boli doplnene tabulkami a prikladmi 

ilustrujucimi rozoberany jav. Cisla v hranatych zatvorkach 

odkazuju na priklady v prilohe. V zavere boli strucne zhrnute 

zistenia a vysledky vyskumu. 
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Popis skUmanych materialov 

Material podrobeny analyze obsahoval spolu 230 prikladov 

autentickeho pouzitia anglickeho I (don't) think ((ne)myslim). 

Priklady pochadzaju z anglicko-ceskeho paralelneho korpusu 

(200 pouziti) a anglicko-cesko-svedskeho paralelneho korpusu 

(35 pouziti). V oboch pripadoch sa jedna 0 original ne anglicke 

verzie knih a ich preklady do cestiny, v druhom pripade 

zaroven i do svedstiny. 

Metodika vYskumu 

Vyskum prebehol na dvoch urovniach: najprv bol podrobeny 

analyze anglicko-cesky korpus. Jednotlive pouzitia vyrazu boli 

na zaklade kontextu a prislusnych ekvi valentov roztriedene a 

vyvodili sa zavery. Nasledne bol skumany anglicko-cesko

svedsky korpus s predpokladom potvrdif a pripadne rozsirif uz 

zistene poznatky. 

Klasifikacia istotneho pouzitia vYrazu (ne)~s2±m (I (don't) 

think) 

Autorka sa vo svojom vyskume opierala 0 studie Karin Aijmer a 

Anne-Marie Simon-Vandenbergen. Vo svojej klasifikacii prebrala 

s malYmi upravami pojmy zmienenych autoriek a klasifikovala 

istotne pouzitie skumaneho vyrazu nasledovne: 

1. nazor zalozeny na pravdepodobnosti (probability-based 

opinion) hovoriaci vyjadruje svoj odhad/mienku na 

pravdepodobny stav veci; vyraz I (don't) think 

( (ne) myslim) naznacuj e bud' vahanie alebo istotu, ktora 

maze byf v pripade potreby podlozitelna dakazom; 

charakteristickYm znakom tejto skupiny je miera 

pravdepodobnosti 

(3) "It shouldn I t be too difficult - I think the cloak's 

big enough to cover two of us and Norbert." [17] 

"Nem~lo by to byt zvlasf t~zke - myslim, ze plasf je 
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dost velik~, aby n~s zakryl oba dva i s Norbertem." 

2. subjektivne zhodnotenie (subjective evaluation) 

v~povede obsahuju hodnotiace pridavne meno; hodnotia stav 

veci z r~dzo subjektivneho hladiska 

(4) Irene shrugged. "I actually think the idea is good, 

too," she said. [119] 

"Tedy, podle m~ je ten n~pad docela dobr~," ptipustila. 

3. subjektivny postoj (subjective attitude) postoj ci 

n~zor zalozen~ na ciste subjektivnom pocitovani; v tomto 

pripade nie je mozne hovoriaceho opravit 

(5) Do we need papers to prove it?" "Maybe we do. I think I 

do," he said honestly. [154] 

J~ si to alespon myslim," ptiznal poctive. 

(6) I think perhaps we should not speculate beforehand. 

Myslim, ze bychom se radeji nemeli ptedem dohadovat. 

[47] 

Analyza zalozena na kontrastivnej baze 

Anal~za uskutocnen~ na kontrastivnej b~ze viedla k nasledovn~ 

zisteniam: 

• Prekladove n~proti vky predstavovali popri kontexte uzi tocnu 

pomocku umoznuj ucu rozlisenie roznych v~znamov~ch odtienov 

skumaneho v~razu. Gramaticke oko1ie, sirsi kontext a 

prislusne ekvivalenty prispeli k roztriedeniu prikladov 

istotneho pouzitia v~razu I (don't) think ((ne)myslim). 

V paralelnom korpuse dominovala skupina n~zor zalozen~ na 

pravdepodobnosti (probability-based opinion), co moze byt 

odovodnene faktom, ze v tomto z~nre autori vyuzivaju dan~ 

v~raz za ucelom vyj adri t pravdepodobnost stavu veci 

v minulosti, pritomnosti ci buducnosti. 
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• Zaporna forma, ktorou hovoriaci bud' obsah vypovede popiera 

alebo vyjadruje svoj zaporny postoj k realizacii obsahu, sa 

m6~e v oboch jazykoch vyskytovat bud' vo vete hlavnej, tj. I 

don't think (nemyslim) , alebo vo vete vedlajsej, tj. I think 

+ zapor (myslim, ze + zapor). Analyza ukazala, ~e zapor sa 

v skumanych vetach v cestine vyskytoval takmer rovnako casta 

v hlavnej ako vo vedlajsej vete. Naproti tomu anglictina ma 

tendenciu negovat vetu hlavnu. Svedcina umiestnuje zapor do 

hlavnej vety. 

• Z hladiska zaclenia skumaneho vyrazu do vetnej struktury sa 

v anglictine istotne pou~itie mentalneho prisudku obmedzuje 

v kladnej forme iba na vedlaj sie vety obsahove predmetove 

alebo na tzv. parenteticke (ci~e vsunute) konstrukcie. 

Zaporna forma sa v parentetickej forme nevyskytuje. Cestina 

naproti tomu vyu~i va obe formy zaclenenia do vetnej 

strutkury. Vo svedcine sa zapor obj avuj e len pri slovese 

v hlavnej, riadiacej vete. 

• Z pragmatickeho hladiska sa vyraz I (don't) think 

( (ne) myslim) vo svoj om hodnotiacom vyzname vyu~i va pomerne 

casto predovsetkYm za ucelom: 

Zaver 

o vyj adri t neistotu a vahanie hovorcu ohladom danej 

veci ci si tuacie; predstavuj e u~i tocny nastroj ako 

naznacit, ~e sa hovoriaci m6~e vo svojom tvrdeni 

mylit 

o vyj adri t subj ekti vny nazor hovorcu na urci tu vec ci 

situaciu a zaroven zmensit riziko, ze sa hovorca 

slovne dotkne posluchaca 

Vyskum prace vyustil v nasledovne zistenia: 

• Ako u~ bolo poznamenane lingvistami Nuyts, Aijmer a Simon

Vandenbergen, u vyrazu I (don't) think ( (ne)myslim) 

v istotnom pou~iti je mo~ne odlisit niekolko odtienov 

vyznamu. Tieto boli autorkou prace roztriedene do skupin: 
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o nazor zalozeny na pravdepodobnosti (probabili ty-

based opinion) , kde je vyraz I (don't) think 

((ne)myslim) pouzivany na oznacenie pravdepodobnosti 

/istoty (a marker of probability) 

o subjektivne zhodnotenie (subjective evaluation) 

o subjektivny postoj (subjective attitude) 

• Sloveso 

• u oboch poslednych skupin je skumany vyraz 

pouzivany na vyjadrenie nazoru (a marker of 

opinion) 

myslet/mysliet' zdiela so svojim anglickym 

ekvivalentom rysy vseobecneho vyrazu, ktory v postaveni mimo 

kontext neutralizuje jemu vlastne semanticke charakteristiky. 

V podstate sa tu j edna 0 zhodnu/prekryvajucu sa polysemiu, 

pricom vo svedcine ide 0 polysemiu divergentnu. Vo svedcine 

odpovedaju anglickemu I (don't) think ( (ne) myslim) 

v hodnotiacom vyzname dva vyrazy: jag trar (inte) a jag 

tycker (inte) . Svedsky hovorca nimi da jasne najavo svoj 

postoj k obsahu vypovede: ci ide 0 jeho subjektivne 

hodnotenie alebo nazor/stanovisko, alebo ci sa jedna 0 dohad 

zalozeny na pravdepodobnosti. Svedcina nema ziadne vseobecne 

sloveso, ktore by odpovedalo tomuto neutralnemu, 

mul tifunkcnemu anglickemu. Kontext a prekladove naproti vky 

tu predstavuju kluc k semanticky-m odlisnostiam. Kontrastivna 

met6da je preto uzitocny-m nastrojom pri skumani jazyka, jeho 

slovnej zasoby a jej pouzivania. 
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7 Appendix 
English-Czech corpus 

British corpus 

"Professor, I [[think]] -- I know -- that 
1 Sn- that someone's going to try and steal 

the Stone ... 
"He's a funny man, Durnbledore. I [ [think]} 

2 
he sort of wanted to give me a chance. 
... king up Scabbers by his tail. I 

3 [[think] J he's been knocked out, " Ron said 
to Harry. 
... up setting fire to his bed. " "I 

4 [ [think]] he's brilliant," said Harry 
coldly. . .. 
"I don't know, " said Harry quietly. "I 

5 [ [think]] Hermione does, though, why don't 
you try her?" ... 
"He put on a high voice, "'Oh Professor 

6 Flitwick, I'm so worried, I [ [think]] I got 
question fourteen b wrong .... '" . .. 
"Hang on, I [ [think]] I remember him saying 

7 something about it," said the other 
twin . .. . 
... , but Harry didn't take it. "I [ [think]] 

8 I can tell who the wrong sort are for 
~-~ _~mjl:sel£ ,~_thanks, "_he said ~coolly~~~.~ .. -- --

... uncle -- so who sent these?" "I 
9 [[think]] I know who that one's from, " said 

Ron, turning a bit pink and point in ... 
"Don' mind if it wriggles a bit, I [[think]] 

10 I still got a couple 0' dormice in one 0' 

the pockets. " . .. 
... as still as a statue. "I [ [think]] I've 

11 got a good idea of what's been going on, " 
said Professor McGonag ... 
"I'm not ill, " said Harry. "I [ [think]] it's 

12 
a warning ... it means danger's coming .... " ... 
"Er -- Yes, I think so, " said Ron. "I 

13 [ [think]] Mom's got a second cousin who's an 
accountant, but we never talk abou ... 
... ?" said Hermione nervously. "I 

14 [[think]] , " said Ron, "we're going to have 
to be chessmen. " ... 

see that she was in tears. "I [[think]] 
15 

... 
she heard you. " "So?" said Ron, . .. 
... geback, but it won't be easy getting him 

16 
here. I [[think]) the best thing will be to 
send him over with some friends of mine 
who ... 
... said Harry. "It shouldn't be too 

17 difficult -- I [[think]) the cloaks big 
enough to cover two of us and Norbert. " ... 
... ch only ends when the Snitch is caught, 
so it can go on for ages -- I [[think} ] the 
record is three months, they had to keep 18 
bringing on substitutes ... 

... looking depressed. "You know, I 

19 
[[think]] the ends of Scabbers' whiskers are 

bit lighter, " said Harry, trying a ... 

... f Hogwarts until they get the letter, 
20 imagine. I [[think}] they should keep it in 

the old wizarding families. ... 
... ly breath as they approached the giant 

21 
heads. "I [ [think]] we'll be able to pull 
the door open, " said Ron, peering over the 
dog' ... 
.. . miles from the trophy room . "I 

22 [ [think]] we've lost him, " Harry panted, 
leaning against the cold wall and wipi ... 
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"Pani profesorko, ja myslim - ja vim, ze 
Sn ... ze nekdo hodla Kamen ukrast. 

Myslim, ze mi svYm zpusobem chtel dat sanci. 

"Myslim, ze 
. , 

vyrazil dech, " fekl Ron Jl 
Harrymu, ale pak si prohH~dl Prasivku 
dukladneji. 

"My slim, ze je to skv81y elovek," namitl 
Harry chladne. 

"Myslim ale, ze Hermiona to vi, tak proe se 
nezeptate ji?" 

Nasadil vysoky hlas: "Pane profesore, ja 
jsem z toho tak nest:astna, myslim, ze jsem 
popletla otazku etrnact be." 

"poekej, myslim, ze jsem slysel, jak neco 
takoveho fika," namitl druhY· 

"Diky, ale myslim, ze sam dokazu posoudit, 
zae kdo stoji, " fekl chladne. 

--- ,---- , -,- - ---- -- - ----------- -- _._- ----------.-._-_. -----. ----- --------

"Myslim, ze viml od koho je tenhle, " fekl 
Ron; malieko se zaeervenal a ukazoval na 
velice objemny balik. 
"A kdyby se snad trochu hejbal, nevsimej si 
toho - myslim, ze v jedny kapse mam este 
parek plchu." 

"Myslim, ze je mi dost jasne, co se 
stalo, " prohlasila profesorka McGonagallova. 

"Myslim, ze je to varovani ... Znameni, ze se 
bliZi nebezpeei." 

"Hm - nejspiS ano, " fekl Ron. "Myslim, ze 
maminka ma bratrance z druheho kolena, ktery 
je ueetni, ale 0 tom nikdy nemluvime." 

"Myslim, " fekl Ron, "ze musime delat 
sachove figury." 

"Myslim, ze te slysela. " 

Myslim, ze nejlepsi bude poslat ho po mych 
pfatelich, ktefi me maji navstivit phsti 
tYden. 

"Nemelo by to byt zvlast: tezke - myslim, ze 
plast: je dost veliky, aby nas zakryl oba dva 
i s Norbertem." 
Zapas ve famfrpalu konei teprve tehdy, kdyz 
nektere muzstvo chyti Zlatonku, takze muze 
trvat uplnou veenost - myslim, ze rekord 
jsou tfi mesice a ze museli stavet 
nahradniky, aby si hraei mohli chvili 
zdtimnout. 

"Abys vedel, myslim, ze Prasivka ma spieky 
vousku 0 trochu svetlejsi," fekl Harry, aby 
odvedl Ronovy myslenky jinam. 

Myslim, ze by se melo zustat jen u starych 
kouzelnickych rodin. 

"Myslim, ze ty dvefe dokazeme otevi'it," 
minil Ron a dival se psovi pfes zada. 

"Myslim, ze jsme ho settasli," zasupel 
Harry, opiral se 0 studenou zed' a utiral si 
eelo. 



... "I don't need to, of course, but one Myslim, ze jsem se jeste nepredstavil, ze? 

23 does miss it. I don't [ [thinkll I've 
introduced myself? Sir Nicholas de Mimsy-

_____ Eorping_ton. a _. _, ,_ - ------- - --- - .. _-- ._---------- .. . --- - . ---- - ~-- ----.---- .- _ ... _- ---------------------... _---------. ._--._ .. _--.- _._-------. 

if that's what you mean . " "I really "Ja si totiZ myslim, ze ty ostatni by .. . 
24 don't [ [thinkl] they should let the other vUbec nemeli brat, co fikas? 

sort in, do you? They're just no ... 
... 1 of dangerous beasts, everyone knows Ja myslim. ze to mohl fict aspon nam 

25 that. I do [[think]] he might have told us prefektu.m. " 
prefects, at least." ... 

26 
"Some sort of test, I [[think]l. Fred said "Myslim, ze na to je nejaka zkouska. 
it hurts a lot, but I think he was jo ... 

27 Fred said it hurts a lot, but I [ [think]l he Fred rikal, ze to dost boli, ale delal si 
was joking. " nejspiS legraci. " 
"Are all your family wizards?" asked Harry, "Hm - nejspis ano, " rekl Ron. "Myslim, ze 
who found Ron just as interesting as Ron maminka ma bratrance z druheho kolena, ktery 
found him. "Er -- Yes, I think S.q, " said je ucetni, ale 0 tom nikdy nemluvime." 28 
Ron. "I think Mom's got a second cousin 
who's an accountant, but we never talk about 
hime" 
I think he sort of wanted to give me a On zrejme vice mene vi 0 vsem; co se tu 

29 chance. I [ [think]] he knows more or less deje. 
everything that goes on here, you know. ... 
... since then I'm afraid I've rather lost V mHldi jsem mel tu smulu, ze jsem narazil 
my liking for them -- but I [[think] ] I'll na jednu, ktera chutnala, jako kdyz zvracis, 

30 be safe with a nice toffee, don't you?" ... a od te doby jsem v nich bohuzel dost 
ztratil zalibu - ale kdyz si vezmu jednu 
mlecnou karamelu, snad se mi nemuze nic 
stat, co fikas?" 

"An' don' ask me questions just now, I "A ted' se me na nic nevyptavej, ponevac ja 
31 [[think]] I'm gonna be sick. " He did look asi brzo budu zvracet. " 

very green, .,. 
I don't think so, .. said Harry, I [ [think]] "Myslim, ze ne, " mini 1 Harry. "Rekl bych, 32 
it's just been knocked out. " He ... ze ho to jen omracilo." 
"Hagrid," he said quietly, "I [ [think]] you "Hagride," rekl rozvazne, "rekl bych, ze 

33 must have made a mistake. I don't think I jste se museli zmYlit. 
ca ., . 
.. , thinks this door is locked, " Harry "Pocitam, ze jsme z toho venku - ne ch toho, 

34 whispered. "I [ [thinkll we'll be okay -- get Neville!" 
off, Neville!" For Neville ... 
... Slytherin, all our family have been -- "On to doopravdy nevi nikdo, nez se tarn 
imagine being in Hufflepuff, I [ [think]] I'd dostane, to je jasne, ale ja vim, ze pujdu 

35 leave, wouldn't you?" "Mrnrn, " said Harry, do Zmijozelu jako vsichni z nasi rodiny -
wis ... ovsem predstava, ze bych se octl v Mrzimoru, 

to bych te skoly radsi nechal, co myslis?" 
"I think you must have made a mistake. I Nemyslim, ze bych mohl byt carodej." 

36 don't [[thinkl] I can be a wizard, " To his 
surpr ... 
I don't [ [think]] it was an accident he let Nemyslim, ze to byla pouM. nahoda, kdyz jsem 

37 me find out how the mirror worked. ... s jeho pomoci zjistil, jak to zrcadlo 
funguje. 

... ell her what really bit me -- I've told Porad vyhrozoval, ze madame Pomfreyove povi, 
her it was a dog, but I don't [ [thinkl] she co me doopravdy kouslo - ja jsem ji rekl, ze 

38 believes me -I shouldn't have hit him at the to byl pes, ale myslim, ze mi neverila; 
nemel jsem tenkrat ph famfrpalu Malfoye 
prastit, ted mi to oplaci." 

"Is it -- dead?" I don't [ [thinkl] so, n said "Myslim, ze ne, " minil Harry. "Rekl bych, 
39 Harry, I think it's just been knocked ze ho to jen omracilo." 

out. " . .. 
... n't you call me an idiot!" said Neville. "Myslim, ze uz byste zadna pravidla skolniho 

40 I don't [ [think]] you should be breaking any radu porusovat nemeli! 
more rules! And you w ... 
... sk of us what can best serve Ramsey's Myslim totiz, ze vas posilaji jako bratry k 

41 
needs. For I [ [think]l you are sent as a bratru.m, a v teto nasi rodine je nestesti 
brother to brothers, and within this family jednoho nestestim vsech." 
of ours ... 
"I will ask him for a load of timber for Pozadam ho 0 naklad dreva na vasi prestavbu. 

42 your rebuilding, and I [[think]] he will let Myslim, ze mi je da. 
me have it. I am asking no other port ... 
'I trust that was not his only reason for "Ja myslim ze ano, i kdyz to sam nevi. 
entering Ramsey; , 'Oh, but I [ [think]] it 

43 
was, though he doesn't know it. He thinks he 
was called to a vocation, out of all the 
evils of the world.' 
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'Why, my lord, when we were left alone - and "Vite, pane, kdyz jsme zustali sami -- a 
I [[think} 1 if they had not been in such myslim si, ze kdyby nemeli tak naspech, 
haste to move on they would not have lef ... nezustal Zivy ani jeden z nas, aby nic 

44 neprozradil -- , nejdtiv jsme osettili 
nejhorsi rany, pak jsme se poradili a 
rozhodli, ze musime donest zpravu do Ramsey 
a take zpatky sem do Shrewsbury. 

... 'And has suffered no damage?' 'I "Myslim ze ne, " chtel ho chlapec potesit. 
45 [[think]] not, , said the boy, willing to 

please. 'But I ha ... 
re outside, in the darkness and the Ano, myslim, ze muze mluvit s jistotou. " ... 

46 rain. Yes, I [[think]] he can speak with 
certainty. , 'A ... 
... to tell us can safely be left until Myslim, ze bychom se radeji nemeli pfedem 

47 daylight. I [[think]] perhaps we should not dohadovat. 
speculate beforehand. It m ... 
'Not this side the ferry. ' 'I [ [think] ] , ' "Myslim," rozhodl Radulfus, "ze bychom meli 

48 
said Radulfus, 'we should wait, and let be pockat a nechat to byt, dokud se tam 
until you have viewed the place by daylight, nepodivas za svetla a nebude znamo, kdo je 
and the unfortunate soul is known. ten nes1:astnik. 
... Id like to look yet again, and more Myslim, ze zil sam, bez rodiny; 

49 carefully. I [[think] ] he lived alone, 
without family. We shall confer ... 
... That leaves you within my writ. I Myslim, ze k tomuto rozhodnuti muze mit co 

50 [[think] ] the lord sheriff may have somewhat dodat pan serif." 
to say to that disposition. ' ... 

mercies. 'Yes,' said Cadfael, 'I "Ano, " fekl tedy, "myslim, ze duvefuje " . 
51 [[think] ] he trusts Winifred to see right Winifred, ze zajisti pravo. 

done. I think he ... 
I [[think]] he used the dagger ... , The squire Myslim, ze pouZil dYku ... " 

52 had draw ... 
'He told me, , said Hugh, 'as I [[think] ] he "Rekl roi," vzpominal Hugh, "a myslim, ze to 

53 told you, that he did not know in the tekl i vam, ze ve tme nevedel, kdo je ten 
darkness who the dead man might be. .. . mrtvy . 
... were well ahead, we could only judge by Ale myslim, ze se vzepjal a hodil toho 

54 
the sounds. But I [[think]] he reared, and chlapa na nejakou nizkou vetev, protoze 
swept the fellow off against a low branch, lezel napul omraceny pod stromem, kdyz jsme 
for he was lying half ... ho sebrali. 
He never crossed the river. You know that, I To myslim vite. 

55 [[think]]? No, but the other poor wretch 
did, and the ferryman remem ., . 
... om someone else I got it. and with no DovediH jsem se to od nekoho jineho a 

56 
licence to pass it on, even to you, but I nedostal jsem pravo pfedat to dal, ani vam, 
[[think] ] she'll hold me justified. The girl ale myslim, ze mi to nebude mit za zle. 
Daalny -you'll have see ... 
I [[think]] they startled a hind, and the Myslim, ze vyplasili lan a kUii couvl, 

57 horse baulked, for we heard him curse, and protoze jsme ho slyseli klit, a pak kun 
then t .. . zaticel a vzepjal se . 
... on that crime, and lift even the shadow of Jestlize jde skutecne o vec, ktera muze 

58 
doubt from all but the guilty, I [[think]] vrhnout svetlo na ten zlocin a sejmout i 
we have a duty to pursue it. Give here your stin podezfeni ze vsech krome vinika, 
saddlebag. ' ... myslim, ze mame povinnost to prozkoumat. 
But I must tell you - if you do not already "Ale musim vam tici - pokud to jeste nevite, 

59 
know it, for I [[think] ] you miss very protoze myslim, ze vam ujde velmi malo a ze 
little, and can see as far through a forest umite videt i za roh -- , ze rozumni lide si 
by moonlight as the ... jmena Hugh Beringar uz vsimli. 
... rowning, 'he said no word of any further "Nemyslim, ze by si nechal ne co pro sebe. " 

60 assault. I do not [[think] ] he was holding 
anything back.' No. Father, ., . 
And now, , said Cadfael, 'I [ [think]] I shall "A ted'," promluvil Cadfael, "myslim, ze mi 

61 
be forgiven if I tell you the rest of what bude odpusteno, kdyz vam dopovim, co ten 
he did that night, the part ... vecer delal, tu cast, kterou nechtel rici." 

The earl left it to him to respond. 'I "Myslim, ze musite," odpovedel Radulfus. 
62 [ [think] J " said Radulfus, 'that you must. 

You have said two words t " . 
... 'I think he trusts Winifred to see right Myslim, ze vi, ze nas ve skutecnosti nikdy 
done. I [ [think]) he knows that she never neopustila a neopusti."Cadfael se po vecefi 
really left us, and never will.' ... vratil do dilny, aby ji naposled pfed spanim 

63 obhledl, ptidusil ohfivadlo, aby do rana 
pomalu doutnalo, a ujistil se, ze jsou 
vsechny kelimky priklopene a vsechny 
sklenicky a lahvicky bezpecne zazatkovane. 

I shall not be missed now. I ( [think] ] Remy Myslim, ze Remy pojede zpatky do Leicesteru 
64 will be riding back to Leicester with Robert s Robertem Bossu, jestli to dobfe sehraje. 

Bossu, if he plays ... 
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... ame and told me. He knew I should warn 
Tutilo, I [[think]] he meant me to. He 
knew,' said Daalny, 'that I 1 ... 
... mately these last years has been intense 
pain. I [[think]] she saw you very clearly, 
better than some who live side by side 
with '" 
... g by way of acknowledgement.' 'I 
[[think]],' said Radulfus, 'that Saint 
Winifred might be pleased if you think fit 
to make your offering, in her honour, to the 
abbey of Ramsey. We are all brothers .,. 
... at case,' said Radulfus, after some 
thought, 'before we go further, I [[think]] 
Hugh should join us. I need his counsel, as 
he m ••• 
... to Matthew. It's true that no one came 
in, but I [[think]] someone must have lifted 
the latch and set the door ajar, and then 
af .,. 
... erything, and every detail is in the 
open. But I [[think]] he has told us truly, 
so far as he knows truth. For what followed 
was ... 
'Yes, Mr Ambassador, I [[think]] I have some 
information of interest. What we have ... 
'Probably,' said Mercer. 'But I [[think]] 
Joe is right, and to hell with dignity. Here 
we g ... 
... uth technological barbarians. 'I 
[[think]] there is some merit in your 
argument, Mr Ambassador,' he said 
slowly .... 
... request justified. Then Norton radioed 
back: 'I [[think]] there's something wrong 
with my meter.' ... 
... There's a static charge building up 
around me. I [[think]] there's going to be a 
thunderstorm at any moment.' ... 
... has now changed completely.' 'I 
[[think]] we know what you mean, but would 
you care to elaborate?' '" 
'" mples. I don't want to raise false hopes 
- but I [[think]] you can make it.' A large 
smile of satisfaction ... 
... couple of Crabs are tearing into it, 
pulling it to pieces_ Skipper, I [[think]] 
you'd better get back right away.' .. , 
... - oh, a thousand bits?' 'Yes, r 
Itthinlcfi sq.' 'Well, if you can make it 
s .. , 
.•. Dr Perera's statement is rather 
technical, and before we come to it I 
[[think]] a summary of the present position 
might be in order; .,. 
'Now it's cold and dark and apparently dead, 
and I [[think]] I know why. The Ramans may 
have had no choice - p ..• 
... d: 'Gentlemen, the Committee is now in 
session. I [[think]] I am correct in saying 
that this is a gathering of unique talents, 
as ., . 
... mbassador,' said Dr Conrad Taylor in his 
most disrespectful voice, 'I [(think]] we 
can rule out as naive the fear of malevolent 
intervention. 
... d looked up at his COlleagues. 'I 
[[think]] we were extremely lucky, 
considering that he was the only man 
available at such short notice . 
... hat Commander Norton is already well 
aware of this possibility, but I [[think]] 
we should send him an additional 
warning. ' 
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Vedel, ze budu Tutila varovat. Myslim, ze to 
ode mne ocekaval. 

Myslim, ze te videla velmi jasne, lip nez 
mnozi, ktefi vedle tebe ziji a jsou jako 
slepi. 

"Myslim," odpovedel Radulfus, "ze by svata 
Winifred mozna byla rada, kdybyste povazoval 
za vhodne venovat svuj dar na jeji pocest 
opatstvi v Ramsey. 

"V tom pripade," rekl Radulfus po kratk<§m 
zamysleni, "myslim, ze by se k nam mel 
pfipojit Hugh, nez budeme pokracovat. 

Je pravda, ze nikdo nevesel, ale myslim, ze 
nekdo musel vzit za kliku, pootevfit a pak 
zase couvnout a zavfit, protoze zevnitr 
slysel hlasy a nechtel rusit. 
Ale myslim si, ze nam povedel pravdu, 
nakolik ji zna. protoze to, co nasledovalo, 
bylo docela jine. 

"Ano, pane velvyslance, myslim, ze mam par 
zajimavych informaci. 
"Myslim, ze Joe ma pravdu, k certu s 
dustojnostl. 

"Myslim, ze na vasich argumentech neco je, 
pane velvyslance," pronesl zvolna. 

Pak Norton volal radiem nazpet. "Myslim, ze 
se mi nejak poskodil meric." 

Myslim, ze kazdYm okamzikem vypukne bourka." 

"Myslim ze vime, co mate na mysli, ale 
nechtel byste to upresnit?" 

Nechci ve vas vzbuzovat falesne nadeje - ale 
myslim, ze na to stacite." 

Pousti se do neho parek krabu, trha ho a rve 
na kUsy ... Kapitane, myslim, ze byste se 
radeji meli okamZite vratit zpatky." 
"Ano, myslim, ze ano." 

Vyklad dr. Perery ma znacne technicky raz a 
nez k nemu prikrocime, domnivam se, ze bude 
v poradku, kdyz si zrekapitulujeme soucasny 
stav veci; 
Te~ je vychladly, je v nem tma a je ocividne 
mrtvy, a domnivam se, ze vim proc. 

Domnivam se, ze mam pravdu, kdyz prohlasim, 
ze tohle je shromazdeni vyjimecnych 
osobnosti, svolanych, aby se zabyvaly 
vyjimecnou situaci. 
"Se vsi patricnou uctou k panu velvyslanci," 
pronesl dr. Conrad Taylor nanejvys neuctivYm 
zpusobem, "domnivam se, ze obavy z napadeni 
muzeme vyloucit jako naivni. 
"Domnivam se, ze jsme meli ohromne stesti, 
kdyz uvazime, ze Norton byl v tomto okamziku 
j ediny k manl. 

Chapu, ze kapitan Norton si je uz dobre 
vedom teto moznosti, avsak domnivam se, ze 
bychom mu presto meli odeslat varovanl." 



... Manhattan, we've called it New York. Ackoli si nemyslim, ze je to mesto, podoba 

86 
Yet I don't [[think]] it's a city; it seems se mnohem vic ohromne tovarne anebo 
more like an enormous factory or chemical chemicce. 

-- ,--------- __ pLo.ce_ --- ---- --------------- ----, ------------- - ------- ---- -- --------- ---------- - ------. ------ -.-- -------- - ---- - ---------------- ---- ---------- . ---------.--- --•.. , .- ------

87 
'I don't [ ithink)] Rama works by our "Nemyslim, ze se Rama bude chovat podle 
textbooks. Nearly at Beta . .. . nasi ch kosmonautickych prirucek. 
The next problem is - how do we break it to "Myslim, ze zatim ne ... az v posledni chvili. 

88 
Jimmy? ' 'I don't think we should ... until the 
last possible minute. That's how I'd prefer 
it, if I was in his place. 
'Did you swallow any water?' was the "Myslim, ze ne. " 

89 Commander's anxious question. ' r don't think 
so. , 'Rinse out with this, anyway. 

AMERICAN CORPUS 

"But I'm not so sure it was empty, either. I Myslim, ze kamery tam uz byly, chapes? 
90 [ [think)) he already had the cameras in 

place, you know? I ... 
"I remember hearing someone talking about Vzpomnela jsem si, ze jsem jednou slysela 

91 heroin, once, I [ [think)] on a PBS nekoho mluvit o heroinu, myslim ze v nejakem 
documentary. "You know what?" he said. . .. televiznim dokumentu. 
" I [ [think]) that some men call the agency Myslim, ze nekteri muzi vo1aji do agentury 
precisely so that they can play out the ... jedine proto, aby si mohli prehrat 

92 "zakazanou" fantazii a uspokojili tu stranku 
sveho ja, kterou skryvaji pred 
spolupracovniky, manzelkami, snoubenkami i 
sousedy. 

... ually think the idea is good, too, " she "Myslim, ze na zisku neni nic spatneho, ale 

93 
said. "r [ [think]) that there should be some meli by vydelavat ti spravni lide, a ne aby 
accounting. It's just that the right si snadno nahrabal nejaky podvodnik." 
people ... 
... ht about it, could never send anyone Myslim, ze pr ace pro ni byla snazsi, kdyz si 
anywhere. " I [ [think]] that maybe her job nemusela pripominat, ze je osobne zna, ze si 94 
was easier for her if she didn't have to je pamatuje jako konkretni jedince. 
visualize ... 
... ate and radical that hadn't been there Myslim, ze Luisuv postoj se dotkl nervu, 

95 
before. I [ [think)) that Luis' attitude had ktery byl porad jeste velmi Zivy. 
touched a nerve that was still pretty 
raw . .. . 
... the path to getting married. I Myslim, ze rozchod s Luisem me zasahl vie, 

96 
[ [think]) that breaking up with Luis nez jsem si byla ochotna priznat ci nez se 
affected me more than I was willing to mi libilo. 
adm ... 
... k about. I got angry with him and with Zlobila jsem se na neho i na sebe - a 

97 myself- I [ [think)) that I was just plain myslim, ze po jistou dobu jsem byla uplne 
angry, in general, for some time. ... normalne navztekana. 
... adn't exactly dazzled any of them with Myslim, ze matka by mela mnohem vetsi 

98 
either. I [ [think]) that my mother would radost, kdyby me videla vdanou, s detmi, no 
have been pleased to see me married, with a ve volnem case at si klidne pisu ... A ne 
childr .. . abych ucila na vysoke skole . 
... n the agreed-upon boundaries. I Myslim, ze pouta hraji roli v sexualnim 

99 
[[think)) that bondage plays a role in just Zivote skoro vsech lidi, i kdyby zustavala 
about everybody's sex life, even if ... jen v riSi fantazie, a klienti 

nepredstavovali zadnou vYjimku. 
... 0 cool, so sophisticated, and so smart. Myslim, ze do jiste miry jsem se je snazila 

100 I [[think) J that at some level I may have napodobit. 
been guilty of stereotyping, too . .. . 
... I my writings seem as straw. " I Myslim, ze Sophie musela zahlednout prave 

101 [[think] J that Sophie had caught a glimpse ne co z toho, 0 cem se zminoval Tomas 
of some of those things. ... AkvinskY· 
... passes in front of you, but I don't Myslim, ze cas se zpomali jen natolik, aby 

102 
think so. I [[think) ] time just slows down si clovek stacil naplno uvedomit, jak malou 
enough for you to fully understand how kontrolu ma ve skutecnosti nad svYru zivotem. 
little co ... 
... im and crouched, naked, next to the Myslim, ze jsem se klepala, zcasti ze 

103 
headboard. I [ [think)) that I was shaking, strachu a zcasti vzteky. 
and it was partly out of fear and partly out 
of anger. 
... reasons that I may not even be aware of Ale myslim, ze nakonec jsem odesla, protoze 
myself. In the end, I [ [think) ] that I left proste prisel cas odejit. 

104 because it was simply time to leave. The 
business ... 
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... e to the casual observer. His favorite Myslim, ie nejradsi mel tu chvilku, kdy jsme 

105 
moment, I [[think]] , was riding the glass v prosklenem vytahu vyjiideli nahoru, ja v 
elevator with me in handcuffs, potentially poutech, takie me mohl videt kaidy, kdo by 

---------, . 1lisible .to any.one.. .. whocared.to_lDOk. ------_.- s.e obtezovaLpo .nas .. ohlednQut . 
... the most expensive stuff. That's the Tohle je humr, aspon myslim. 

106 lobster, I [ [think]] .. So, yeah, go ahead, 
order the lobster! " . 
... ody a take-home exam instead. I Mam dojem, ie predtim me trochu vykolejily 

107 [ [think]] that my conscious remembrance of vzpominky na matku. 
my mother, earlier, had rattled me. ... 

108 
... e fusion restaurant closed a few months Mam dojem, ie tecf tam je podnik 
later. I [[think] ] it's a steak joint now. specializovany na bifteky. 
... eaching again. Peach didn't see the Broskvicka to nepochopila a mam dojero, ze se 
point, and I r [think] J that she was insulted dokonce urazila, kdyz me jednou dvakrat 

109 when once or twice she asked me over after pozvala po praci na scrabble a sklenicku a 
work ... ja se vymluvila, ze by mi bylo trapne pot kat 

tarn Luise, a vic jsem nevysvetlovala. 
I [ [think]] that somewhere earlier I may Mam dojem, ie uz jsem se zminila, jak je 
have mentioned something positive about ... bajecne, ze kazdY podzim do Bostonu vtrhne 

110 novy prival cerstvych studentu, jak vsechno 
oZije a nastava jeden z mnoha zacatku, jez 
tu kazdy podzim oslavujeme. 

... se who cannot do not survive. I Domniviun se, ze oddelit sex pro penize a sex 
[[think]] that it's a lot easier for a woman z lasky je nesrovnatelne snazsi pro zenu nez 

111 to be clear about separating out sex for pro muze. 
money and sex for love than it is for a man 
to do so. 

112 
... know about that place?" I [ [think]] I've Domnivala jsem se, ze je to zrejme. 
made it fairly obvious that I did not. 
... In those months after he read the e-mail V mesicich nasledujicich po veceru, kdy si 
I had written to Roger, I [ [think]] that it precetl e-mail, ktery jsem napsala Rogerovi, 

113 took Tony a long time to rid himself of the dalo Tonymu nejspis hodne prace zbavit se 
myths, of the stereotypes. ... my tu a zabehnutych stereotypnich pover 0 

tehle profesi. 
nls she afraid that you might end up "NejspiS ano," potvrdila nest'astne. 
disagreeing with her views, once you've been 

114 through the class?" A nod. "1 [ [think]] 
that's it," she said miserably. "Is this 
your first year in college?" 
"I know that he was seeing other girls. I Rikala jsem si, ze Lori mela pravdu, ze 

115 
[ [think]] Lori was right, he had someone in nejspiS nestravi jediny vecer sam, tedy s 
most nights, except of course for S ., . vyjimkou soboty; kdy vyrazel do mesta se 

svYroi krajany. 
... t's actually not such a bad idea," she "Mozna by ses mu zamlouvala, jen kdybych ho 

116 mused. "I [ [think]] he'd like you, you know, dokazala premluvit, aby slevil z veku. 
if he can get past the age thing. ... 
... each found each other. Her past agency - Jeji posledni agentura -podle me nikoliv 
also, I [[think] J not coincidentally, owned nahodou ji vlastnil a tidil muz - ji jednou 

117 
and run by a man - once sent her on a poslala na rybarskou vypravu z Gloucesteru. 
fishi ... 
... er-in ined. It was deliberate, I Podle me vsechno potlacovala vedome: Kdyz se 
[[think]] : in turning her back on her Sophie obratila zady ke svemu tryznivemu 

118 tortured childhood, Sophie had also detstvi, obratila se rovnei zady i ke sve 
turne ... vlasti a odjela do zeme, kde ty dYe sfery 

nemusela oddelovat navzajem. 

" Irene shrugged. "I actually [ [think] J the "Tedy, podle me je ten napad docela 
119 idea is good, too, " she said. "I think dobry, " ptipustila. 

that ... 
... him off he's got nothing, and he knows A navic jsem presvedcena, ze sam podvedome 

120 it. And I [[thinkl] that in his heart of tusi, jak moc to potrebuje." 
hearts he knows how much he needs it." ... 
... ack up into that whole glittering scene Jsem presvedcena, ze Broskvicka se me 
again. I [[thinkJ] that Peach deliberately naschval snaiila vtahnout zpet, dokonce i 

121 tried to pull me back in, even when I proti me vuli. Ne snad, ze by ji k tomu 
resiste ... vedly nekale funysly, ale mela me docela rada 

a moje spolecnost ji chybela. 
"Yeah ... I know what you mean, and I really "Jasne ze vim; jak to myslis, a namoudusi 

122 [[thinkl] it's all right, Seth. Peach jsem presvedcena, ze mi nic nehrozi, Sethe. 
screens the clients ... 
"I know you don't like new clients, it's Jasne, vim, ze na nove klienty si nepotrpis, 

123 your call, but I honestly [ [think]l that na to mas pravo, ale jsem si namoudusi 
this will work out fine." jista, ze to bude v pohode." 
... more damaged through working for her. I SpiS bych rekla, ze plati ta druha moznost; 

124 
tend to [ [think]] that the latter is true; Broskvicka mela vlastni sbirku starych ktivd 
Peach had her own collection of ghosts, a nektere z nich ji nevyslovne otravovaly 
some ... iivot. 
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The handcuffs are a favorite object and I 
[[think]] that a lot of men really wanted to 
go a little further, to tryout the 
forbidden toys and acts, but were too 
embarrassed to ask .. 
... ot to be any more specific than she had 
to be. "1 [[think]] you'll enjoy spending 
time with them." Come on, n ... 
... girls" had reached others through him. I 
like to [[think)) that he might have been 
pleased. . .. 
... her. I was beginning to seriously 
[[think]] it wasn't going to happen. It was 
as though the t .. , 
"I'd done that one the first year I'd taught 
the class, and I [[think]] that a third of 
the students got sick. They looke ... 
... rse, upon one's definition of weird. 1 
happen to [[think]] that it's weird to allow 
people to keep guns in their homes that 
kill ... 
Something like the bonding between actors, I 
[[think]], and the giddy relief afterwards 
when the show went well. . .. 
... , or take you home?" "If we could just 
go down that street, I [[think]] that it is 
looking familiar ... " I whipped the wheel 
around and ... 
His orgasms were the closest thing to 
complete delight I [[think]] I've ever 
observed. Does it matter that it was a 
"And," I went on gently, "hypocrisy and 
human nature being what they are I [[think]] 
that we can probably imagine one or two of 
their regular clients as being part of that 
crowd." 
Curiously enough, a majority of the clients 
specifically don't want to see girls who 
have any piercings at all, although in 
general I [[think]] that they were referring 
to belly buttons and eyebrows and lips, 
which I agree can be a bit off-putting. 
... I stared at him. "You're out of date, I 
[[think]]," I said. I wondered if it was 
only me to whom my voice sounded on the edge 
of .•. 
It was wonderful in part, I [[think]], 
precisely because I knew that it was 
temporary, ephemeral, impermanent. Knowi ... 
... on witty conversations on nearly every 
topic. I [[think]] that's what I'm referring 
to when I call it a salon - that 
intellectu ... 

... tastes. I'm already thinking of one or 
two who I [[think]] you'd enjoy; one's a 
surgeon, the other is a musician . .. , 
... hat kill hundreds of children every day. 
I don't [[think]], by that standard, that a 
guy wearing a bra is any too strange. 
"He's, like, somebody in the Mafia, you 
know, but I don't [[think]] he whacks 
people." 
They say that when those things happen your 
life passes in front of you but 1 don't 
think so. I think time just slows down 
enough for you to fully understand how 
little control over your life you really 
have. 
Do you want anything else tonight?" It was 
eleven-thirty, and I had On Death and Dying 
at eleven in the morning. "I don't think so, 

143 Peach, but I'll work tomorrow night." "Okay, 
you got it, honey. Sleep tight." 
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Ruzna pouta zkratka patfila k oblibenYm 
rekvizitam. Vefim, ze spousta muzu by moc 
rada zasla jeste dal, vyzkousela zakazane 
hracky a zpusoby, ale stydeli se 0 ne 
pozadat. 
"Vefim, ze jejich spolecnost vam bude 
pfijemna. " 

A dela mi dobfe vefit, ze by mu to udelalo 
radost. 

Zacinala jsem vefit, ze to nikdy neklapne. 

Zarecitovala jsem ji hned prvni rok, co jsem 
seminal" vedla, a pokud me pamef neklame, 
tfetine studentu se udelalo spatne . 
Napfiklad ja shodou okolnosti povazuju za 
divne dovolit lidem, aby doma meli stfelne 
zbrane, kdyz vinou toho denne zemfou stovky 
deti. 
Hadam, ze podobne pouto vznika mezi herci, i 
ta opojna uleva, kdyz pfedstaveni skoncilo 
uspesne. 
"Poslys, kdybychom mohly sjet touhle ulici, 
pfipada mi nejak povedoma ... " 

Jeho orgasmy se blizily te nejryzejsi 
slasti, jake jsem kdy byla svedkem. 

"A," dodala jsem mirne, "vzh1edem k 
pokrytecke lidske povaze si pravem muzeme 
pfedstavit, ze v davu vzdycky stali i dva 
tfi jejich klienti." 

Co je zvlastni, drtiva vetsina klientu si 
vyslovne nepfeJe dfvky s piercingem, 
pfedevsim v pupiku, oboci a rtech -
souhlasim, ze to muze pusobit malicko 
odpudive. 

"Jste sto let za opicemi!" odsek1a jsem . 

Po jistou dobu to bylo bajecne prave proto, 
ze jsem nezapominala, ze to docasne, 
pomijive, kratkodobe. 
Prave to jsem mela na mysli, kdyz jsem 
vecirek oznacila jako salon - ty 
intelektualni schopnosti, zive diskuse, jez 
casto pfedstavovaly jedine, co jsme my 
vsichni meli spolecneho. 
UZ te~ me napada jeden dva, ktefi by vam 
mohli vyhovovat; jeden je chirurg, druhy 
hudebnik. 
Z toho duvodu bych nefekla, ze muz v 
podprsence je nejak zvlasf divny jev. 

"On je jako nekdo od mafie, vis, ale 
nemyslim, ze stfili lidi." 

Rika se, ze kdyz dojde k podobne katastrofe, 
cloveku se pfed ocima mihne cely zivot, ale 
ja tomu neverim. 

Bylo pul dvanacte a ja mela druhy den v 
jedenact kurz 0 smrti a umirani. "Radsi ne, 
Broskvicko, ale zitra vecer urcite." 



- and they'd end up becoming Republicans in "Nejde. Jsem 0 tom presvedcena." 
spite of everything I'd taught them! " That 

144 got a laugh, as it was meant to do, and she 
nodded. "So it's not about a class on 
prostitution," she summarized. HNo, I don't 
think that it is. " I stood up. 

145 I don't think that there was a person in V ucebne se nenasel snad nikdo, koho by 
that room who was not mesmerized by poslech tech rozhovoru neoslovil. 
... hing, ready to launch a retort. "And no, "A ne, netvrdim, ze mi vyhovuje zivot v 

146 
I don't [ [think]] that it's comfortable zemi, kde zena musi predstirat, ze patfi 
being in a country where you have to pretend nejakemu muzi, aby si tak zajistila bezpeci. 
th ... 
... d jazzed and a little railed, drinking A taky myslim, ze ani jedne z nas se po tom 

147 
and partying, to meet the dawn. I don't nestyska. 
[ [think]] that either of us regrets it. I 
can't really tell you any thin ., . 
... to my life. I feel some sadness for some A myslim, ze to nikdy neprejde. 

148 of them. I don't [[think] ] that that will 
ever go away. I do expect that some of the ... 
She travels. She has cook-outs. I don't Jsem presvedcena, ze ani jedna z nas si uz 
[[think]] that either of us can remember the nedokaze vzpomenout, kdy jsme na vecirku 

149 last time that we stayed up, still dressed zustaly vzhuru a popijely az do usvitu, 
and jazzed and a litt ... oblecene do vecernich satu, rozjafene a 

malicko sjete. 
"But we're going to the Dior party tonight "Ale dnes vecer jdeme na party k Diorovi a 

150 anyway, and I [[think] ] Givenchy is doing zitra, myslim, poradaji vecirek u Givenchy. 
something tomorrow. We can go ... 
"Something's wrong, " she said to Adrian. "I "Myslim, ze me pres vikend pfestal mit rad. 

151 [[think] ] he fell out of love with me over 
the weekend. He ... 
... ne would believe me if I described it to Myslim, ze neJvlc se mi libili masaj sti 

152 them. I [[think]] I liked all those Masai viilecnici. " 
warriors best of all." ... 
"Do you regret that?" "No, I don't. I Myslim, ze bych to nezvladla. 

153 [ [think]] I would have been lousy at it. My 
own childhood ... 
Do we need papers to prove it?" "Maybe we Ja si to alespoii myslim," pfiznal poctive. 

154 do. I [[think]] I do," he said honestly. "I 
don't like just camping out at your hous ... 
"Do you miss your job?" He was curious about Myslim, ze jsem udelala, co se dalo. 

155 that. "No, I don't. I [[think]] I had pretty 
much done it. It was time to move on. 
"Mrnrnm. .. yeah ... " He smiled at her. "I [[think] ] "Myslim, ze ano. " 

156 I remember. " He was expecting another one of 
her ... 
... know why I was so possessive about my Myslim; ze jsem byla oblecenim posedla. 

157 closets. I [[think] ] I was obsessed with my 
wardrobe. It's a lot simp ... 
and he smiled at her. "I [[think] ] I can "Myslim, ze to zvladnu." 

158 manage that. " He had to make some 
business ... 
"I'm not mad at you, " she said honestly. "I "Ale myslim, ze jsi mi ublizil. " 

159 [[think] ] I'm just hurt. " Very, very, very 
hurt. . .. 
... sting people with talent and creative Myslim, ze jsem trochu zkazena. 

160 spirits. I [[think] ) I've got ten spoiled. 
Sometimes I'm not sure what ... 

161 
"I can't do my job anymore. I [[think)] I've Myslim, ze jsem 0 ni pfisla. 
lost it. It just doesn't mean anything. ... 
"And it would be stupid to lose him. I Myslim, ze tentokrat ti na nem opravdu 

162 [[think] ) this time it would really matter zalezi." 
to you. " He was . .. 

163 ... "More or less. I [[think] J we just did. " Myslim, ze jsme mu to uz naznacili." 
"What did he say?" ... 

164 
"It was all done. "1 [ [think]] we've covered "Myslim, ze jsme uz vsechno probrali. 
all that. How's your friend?" ... 
... "I'm Courtenay. And I [ [think]] what A myslim si, ze to, co vy dva provadite, je 

165 you're both doing is disgusting." It was nechutne. " 
ce ... 
... hat, maybe even most of it, wasn't your Mys1im, ze jsi na nej byla priliS velke 

166 fault. I [ [think] J you were just too much sous to, Fiono. 
for him, Fiona. You scare ... 
... her with his arms around her. "I love "Miluju te a myslim, ze ty milujes me. 

167 you, and I [[think] ] you love me. What we 
decide to do about it remai " . 
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... , and it's the most theatrical and Myslim, ze se vam bude libit, i kdyz jejich 

168 
spectacular. I [ [think]] you'll enjoy it, modely si nemuze obleknout kazdY· 
although the clothes aren't easy for anyone 

---- ___ to __ wear_. ___ ._.~_ ------ ----. ._-- - ------ ----- . - - -~- - ------ --- "----- - "------_. - -- ----

... grated, unrelated fabrics, and vibrant Myslim, ze se vam budou libit." 
169 colors. I [ [think]] you'll love it." 

"Anything like ... 
... you I thought you should adjust to him. Ovsem stejne si myslim, ze je zbabelej 

170 But I [ [think]] he is a chickenshit haj zl, kdyz hodil rucnik do ringu tak brzy a 
sonofabitch for throwing in the towel and utekl po par mesicich. 
walking ... 
"Did he believe you?" "1 [ [think]] s.91 If she "Myslim, ze ano, " odpovedela zamyslene. 

171 said, looking pensive. ... 
"I had a headache, I took some stupid pill Myslela jsem, ze sampanske mi pomuze 

172 
before dinner. I [ [think]] the champagne 
made it kick in. It never did that 
before." ... 
... adache, I took some stupid pill before Myslela jsem, ze sampanske mi pomuze. 

173 dinner. I [ [think]] the champagne made it 
kick in. It never did that ... 

174 "No; she's older than I am~ I [[think]] . ;;Ne, myslim, ze je starsi nez ja. 
Just that type. " . .. 
"She loved the visuals and the drama. "I "MaID dojem, ze priliS klidu me znerv6znuje. 

175 [ [think]] too much peace makes me nervous. I 
miss the nois ... 
... "I've been running the Paris peace talks Vedl jsem tu od sedmi od rana mirove 

176 
here since seven A.M. But I [[think] J we rozhovory. Mam dojem, ze jsme vyhrali. 
won. I just had a crazy idea and thought I'd 

------- --g---.-- --- -- -------- - ---- -------- -- ---- --- -- --- --- --- ---- ------- - ---- - - ". ----. ---------------- -

"I'm your friend, Fiona. I tell you when I Kdyz se domnivam, ze se mylis, povim ti to. 
177 [[think] J you're wrong. That's what friends 

do. . .. 
178 I thrive on it. I [[think]] I love the NejspiS miluju adrenalinove situace. 

adrenaline rush. I wouldn't know what ... 
"After sunset, whenever that is. I [ [think]] Dnesek je nejspis nejdelSi den v roce. 

179 this is supposed to be the longest day of 
the year. . .. 
... be hard to top. I'm going to be NejspiS me zklame, pokud ostatni prehlidky 

180 disappointed, I [[think]], if the other nebudou tak zajimave. " 
shows are anything less. " ... 
I'm not even sure I want to move, but I Nejsem si uplne jista, ze se chci stehovat, 

181 [[think] ] I do. I wish the owners would sell ale zrejme ano. 
me the whole ... 
You scared him to death. " They both knew "To asi ano. 

182 that was true. "Yeah, I [ [think]] I did. And 
he made a deal with his girls. .. 
"How do you feel about it?" "I [ [think]] "podle mne je to skvely napad. 

183 it's an excellent idea. My place is hard to 
take ... 
... e can have a party afterward or Ovsem ten "hrdinsky tin" samotny by pod1e 
something. But I [[think] J when we actually mne mel byt soukromy." 

184 do 'the deed, , " she hated to even say the 
word, "it should be private. " "Name the day, 
-and--I'-l~-be -there ,"--lle--s-aidr -- ... --- -- ---.-- - ---- ----

---~,----
---, -- ------ --- -=-- ---

... elve-step program when you get home. But Jenze ja jsem stejne presvedceny, ze 
185 I still [[think]] you need to eat potrebujete snidat." 

breakfast. .. And the truth was th ... 
I thought you hated me. You have every right Uz jsem si rikal, ze to budu muset vzdat, i 

186 
to. I'm amazed you don't. I [ [think] ] I kdyz te tolik miluju. 
would have just let this go, no matter how 
much I still loved you . .. . 
"Are you serious?" he whispered back. He had Treba svatba neni tak spatny napad. 
no idea what had made her agree finally. He 

187 
was stunned. "Yeah. -f thiIlk sq. Maybe it's 
not such a bad idea. Just one time. with 
you. 

"Will you really marry me, Fiona?" After ,,~nd. 
everything she'd said to try and talk him 

188 out of it, he hCirdly dared to believe it. 
"Yes, I think so,. Unless I come to my 
senses. " 
... hey looked familiar. Now that I think Kdyz 0 tom tak premyslim, vzpominam si, ze 

189 about it, I [ [think]] they hurt. Keep them me tlacily. 
if you like them. ... 
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"I know. I know. I [[think)] we all just Clovek proste predpoklada, ze jeho pratele 
190 expect our friends to hang around forever, se budou potloukat kolem a nebudou mit do 

with nothing e ... ceho pichnout. 

191 
"What about it?" "I [[think]] I'd like to do "Rada si te vezmu." 
it." She said it so softly, he al ... 
"They're very proud of all that in Paris. I Je opravdu skveH~, ze jste se rozhodl 

192 [ [think]] it's terrific of you to come over. pfijet. 
Do you want me " . 
... "I hate to say it, Fiona, but I "Nerad to rikam, Fiono, ale bude to chtit 

193 [ [think]] you need stitches." "Don't par stehu." 
worry ... 

him to have your stomach stapled. Mezi niuni, mohla byste trochu pribrat, ovsem 

194 
Personally, I [[think]] you could use a kdo jsem ja, abych po vas zadal takovy risk 
little weight, but who am I to ask you to kvuli omelete?" 
risk your job for an omelette? 
This is definitely a night I won't forget, Na tuhle noc rozhodne nikdy nezapomenu, 

195 though I don't [ [think]) anyone would ackoli si nejsem jisty, zda mi bude nekdo 
believe me if I described it to them. verit, az budu vsechno vypravet. 

196 
"Did he approve?" "I don't [ [think]] he was "Myslim, ze jsem na nej neudelal velky 
impressed, " John chimed in with a grin. dojem," vrnisil se do hovoru John. 
Party in Michigan before he moved here. I Pochybuju, ze bude nadseny z majordoma v 

197 don't [[think]] he'd understand a house man haremovych kalhotach, a nechci, aby si 
in harem pants, and I don't want him to myslel, ze jsme divni." 
t ... 
... as she shook her head. "I don't "Myslim, ze to neni dobry napad." 

198 [ [think]] it's a good idea." She sounded 
stiff. ... 

199 
"I don't [[think]] she wants to get married. "Nemyslim, ze by se chtela vdavat. 
She likes her life the ... 
"Are you going to tell your children before "NejspiS ne. 

200 
we do it?" She looked understandably 
worried. "I don't think so. They're not 
going to want to be there. 

Enligh-Czech-Swedish COrpUS 

"Shhh," said Loonquawl with umlcel Lunkv61 gestem sa Loonquawl och hojde 

1 a slight gesture, "I kolegu. "Myslim, ze Hlubina handen, jag tror att Djupa 
[[think]] Deep Thought is mysleni se chysta Tanken gor sig redo att 
preparing to speak!" promluvit!" tala! 
... it all presents an Myslim, ze to tak i'iak ... delam Jag bara ... liksom gor det. 
interesting challenge?" vopravdicky. Teta mi rikala, Min faster har sagt att det 
"Er ... " said the guard, "er ... ze straznej na kosmicky lodi ctr bra att bli vakt pi 
er ... I dunno. I [ [think]] I je dobry zamestnani pro rymdskepp - uniformen, du 2 just sort of ... do it really. mladyho Vogona - to vite, vet, och chockpistolen pi 

uni forma , pouzdro s hoften och det namnlosa 
laserovYm obuskem nizko pod flodet och ... 
pas em, bezobsazna rutina ..... 

"But why?" said Ford. "Co ja vim," zvadl Zafod. - Vet inte, sa Zaphod. - Jag 
"What's so important about "Myslim, ze kdybych si byl tror att om jag hade vetat 
having it?" "Dunno," said vedom; proc, je to tak vad det var som var si 
Zaphod, "I [ [think]] if I'd duleZite a na co ji budu viktigt med det, eller vad 

3 consciously known what was potrebovat, asi by se to jag skulle ha det till, si 
so important about it and nejspiS proj evilo ph hade det visat sig pi 
what I would need ... teste ch, a nikdy bych testskarmarna och di hade 

neprosel. jag a1drig klarat mig 
igenom. 

He shrugged. "I [ [think]] "Myslim, ze je to proste - Jag tror att det helt 
4 it's just a dead planet, .. he jenom mrtva planeta. " enkelt ar en dod planet, sa 

said. han. 
... Ford thought about this. "Myslim, ze jo, " odpovedel - Jag tror det, sa Arthur. 
"Well, did you say it or Arthur. 

5 
didn't you?" he asked. "I 
[ [think]] so, " said Arthur. 
"Well, perhaps we're both 
going mad. " 
., . Arthur found themselves "Myslim, ze je uplne nova, .. - Det har miste vara 
in the embarkation area of rekl Ford. splitternytt, sa Ford. 

6 
the ship. It was rather 
smart. "I [ [think]] the 
ship's brand new, .. said 
Ford. 
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... checked it very 
thoroughly," said the 
computer, "and that quite 
definitely is the answer. I 
[[think]] the problem, to be 
quite honest with you, is 
that you've never actually 
known what ... 
There was a tap at Zaphod's 

door. It slid open. 
"Zaphod?." "Yeah?" "1 
[[think]] we just found what 
you came fo look for." 
... noise?" hissed Ford. 
"It was me shouting," 
shouted Arthur. "No! Shut 
up!" said Ford. I [[think]] 
we're in trouble." 
"No, the measurement of 
probability!" "I don't 
know. I don't know at all: I 
[[think]] we're on some kind 
of spaceship." 
... It stopped in front of 
Trillian and seemed to stare 
through her left shoulder. 
"I [[think]] you ought to 
know I'm feeling very 
depressed," it said. 
"Did you ever go to a place ... 
I [[think]] it was called 
Norway?" "No," said 
Arthur, "no, I didn't." 
"Hey, have you any idea what 
these strange symbols are?" 
"I [[think]] they're just 
strange symbols of some 
kind," said Zaphod, hardly 
glancing back . 
... sorry, mice old lads," 
he said. "I don't think 
we've got a deal." "I 
rather [[think]] we have to 
have a deal," said the mice 
in chorus, all the charm 
vanishing .,. 
Zaphod tapped impatiently on 
the hatch. "I'm sorry," he 
said, "I [[think]] we might 
be better off with a slide 
rule." "Right!" snapped 
the computer . 
... said Zaphod airily, 
"it's partly the curiosity, 
partly a sense of adventure, 
but mostly I [[think]] it's 
the fame and the money ... " 
"Perhaps I'm old and tired," 
he continued, "but I always 
[[think]] that the chances 
of finding out what really 
is going on are so absurdly 
remote 

... a nicely chilled Pan 
Galactic Gargle Blaster in 
his hand. "Exactly where 
we were, I [[think ... ]]" said 
Trillian, as all about them 
the mirrors showed them an 
image of the blighted .. , 

Ale abych byl uprimny, 
myslim si, ze problem 
spociva v tom, ze jste nikdy 
poradne nevedeli, jak zni 
otazka." 

Trillianina postava se 
rysovala v ovalu svetla. 
"Myslim, ze jsme prave nasli 
to, co jsi sem prisel 
hledat." 
Myslim, ze litaroe v 
pri'lsvihu." 

Myslim, ze jsme na nejake 
kosmicke lodi." 

"Myslim, ze bys mela vedet, 
ze jsem hrozne depresivni," 
fekl nesfastnYill hlasem beze 
stopy nadeje. 

"Byl j ste nekdy v ... myslim, 
ze se to jmenuje Norsko?" 

"Asi to budou proste jenom 
nejake zvlastni symboly," 
utrousil Zafod. Ani se 
neohledl. 

"Asi se budeme muset 
dohodnout," rekly mysi 
sborem. Vsechna roztomilost 
z jejich pistivych hlaski'l 
razem vyprchala. 

"To se mi nepovedlo," 
priznaval zkrousene. 
"Logaritmicke pravitko by 
asi bylo uzitecnejsi." 

"No ... j e v tom zcasti 
zvedavost, castecne smysl 
pro dobrodruzstvi, ale 
hlavne asi slava a penize ... ," 
rekl Zafod povznesene. 
"Mozna, ze uz jsem stary a 
unaveny, ale vzdycky si 
fikam, ze pravdepodobnost 
zjistit, jak vsechno 
doopravdy je, bude tak 
miziva, ze nezbYva, nez 
vykaslat se na smysl toho 
vseho a jen se proste 
udrzovat v pohybu. 
"Rekla bych, ze presne tam, 
kde j sme byli predtim. .. ," 
ozvala se Trillian, kdyz jim 
vsudypritomna zrcadla nahle 
ukazala zvetselou tvar 
Magrathey, stale uhanejici 
pod nimi. 
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For att vara uppriktig tror 
jag att problemet ar att ni 
aldrig forstitt vad frigan 
ar. 

Han sig Trillians silhuett 
mot Ijuskaglan. - Jag tror 
att vi har hittat vad vi 
letade efter. 

Jag tror att vi ar ilIa ute! 

Jag tror att vi ar pi nigot 
slags rymdskepp. 

- Ni kanske borde veta att 
jag kanner mig mycket 
deprimerad, sa den. Rosten 
var lig och full av 
hopploshet. 

- Bar du nin ging varit pi 
ett stalle ... jag tror att det 
hette Norge? 

- Det ar bara nin slags 
konstiga symboler, sa Zaphod 
utan att vanda sig om. 

- Jag tror snarare att det 
blir nodvandigt med en 
overenskommelse, sa mossen i 
kor, och det vanliga 
tonfallet var som bortblist 
frin deras pipande smi 
roster. 
- Det ar for sorgligt, sa 
han. - vi skulle haft med 
oss en vanlig raknesticka 
istallet. 

- Tja, sa Zaphod forstrott, 
dels ar det val nyfikenhet 
och dels kanslan av aventyr, 
men mest ar det val aran och 
pengarna ... 
- Det ar mojligt att jag ar 
gammal och trott, fortsatte 
han, men jag tanker alltid 
att chansen att man ska 
fatta vad som egentligen 
pigir ar si otroligt liten 
att det enda ar att glomma 
allt sint och se till att 
man har mycket att gora. 
- Precis dar vi var f6rut 
skulle jag tro, sa Trillian, 
och alIa speglarna 
runtomkring dom tog just in 
bilden av det f6r6dda 
landskapet pi Magrathea som 
fortfarande gled forbi 
darnere. 
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... two massively real 
rockets thundering through 
the sky. The suddenness of 
it was shocking. "I 
[[think]] they're going to 
have a very good try at 
applying to us," said Ford. 
... the surface become too 
polluted or overpopulated?" 
"No, I don't think so," said 
Zaphod. "I [[think]] they 
just didn't like it very 
much." 
... have you been doing it?" 
"Oh, I see," said Frankie. 
"Well, eventually just habit 
I [[think]], to be brutally 
honest. And this is more or 
less the point - we're 
sick ... 
... have showed up on the 
brain screening tests and I 
would never have passed. I 
[[think]] Yooden told me a 
lot of things that are still 
locked away." 
"I don't know what I'm 
looking for." "Why not?" 
"Because_ because_ I 
[(think]] it might be 
because if I knew I wouldn't 
be able to look for 

them .... 
"Who are these guys?" he 
said. "Dunno," said 
Zaphod, "I ((think]] I 
preferred it when they were 
shooting." 
"That really is truly 
amazing. That is so 
amazingly amazing I 
[[think]] I'd like to steal 
it." A marvellous 
Presidential quote, 
absolutely true to form . 
... purpose of lugging his 
prisoners to the airlock. He 
was obviously quite touched. 
"No, I ((think]] if it's all 
the same to you," he said, 
"I'd better get you both 
shoved ... 
... away the dark millennia, 
and the ages hang heavy on 
their dusty data banks. I 
((think]] they take the 
occasional pot shot to 
relieve the monotony." 
Fook was losing patience. He 
pushed his notebook aside 
and muttered, "I ([think]] 
this is getting needlessly 
messianic." "You know 
nothing of future time," 
pronounced Deep Thought, 
"and 
... at us, so ~f you could 
avoid laying your problems 
on us as well, I [[think]] 
we'd all find it easier to 
cope!" 

"Rekl bych, ze se nas velmi 
brzy tykat budou," 
poznamenal Ford. 

Spis se jim venku moc 
nelibilo." 

"Nejspis uz jen ze zvyku, 
kdyz to mam rict bez obalu. 

Juden mi nejspis rekl 
spoustu veci, jenze ty jsou 
zatim blokovane." 

"Protoze ... protoze ... mozna 
proto, ze kdybych to vedel, 
tak bych to zase nebyl 
schopen hledat." 

"Nevim," odpovedel Zafod, 
"ale pripadalo mi lepsi, 
kdyz strileli." 

To je tak uzasne, ze mam 
dojem, ze bych ji rad 
cajznul." 

"Helejto, jestli je vam to 
fuk," vypadlo z nej, "tak 
vas raci soupnu do ty 
prechodovy komory a pak si 
pudu vodbejt naky rvani, co 
mam za ukol." 

Cas doleha na jejich 
zaprasene databanky ... ztejme 
jim obcas preskoci, a tak 
vystreli, jen aby porusily 
tu zoufalou monot6nnost." 

Posoupl svlij diar stranou a 
zabrucel: "Snad by to slo 
bez toho mesiastvi." 

"Mame dost vlastnich 
problemu z toho, ze po nas 
strilite. Tak nam laskave 
nehazejte na hlavu jeste 
vase problemy, pokud chcete, 
abychom to vsichni zvladli!" 
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- Dom dar tvi verkar andi ha 
for avsikt att galla oss, sa 
Ford. 

Dom tyckte nog bara inte att 
det var si trevligt dar. 

- Tja, det ar val av gammal 
vana egentligen, om man ska 
vara uppriktig. 

Jag tror att Yooden 
berattade en massa saker for 
mig som fortfarande ligger 
dolda. 

- For att ... for att ... Jag tror 
det ar for att om jag visste 
vad det var skulle jag inte 
kunna leta efter det. 

- Ingen aning, sa Zaphod. -
Jag tyckte det var battre 
nar dom bara skot. 

Den var si uthaftat haftig 
si jag tror att jag ska ta 
och sno den. 

- Nej, jag tror att om det 
inte spelar nin roll for er, 
si ar det nog bast att jag 
tar och slanger ut er forst, 
si kan jag gi och fortsatta 
med lite skrikande som jag 
holl pi med. 
Tiden vilar tungt over deras 
dammiga databanker. 
Antagligen skickar dom lvag 
ett eller annat skott ibland 
for att fi lite omvaxling. 

Han skot anteckningsboken 
ifrin sig och muttrade: - Nu 
tycker jag det hiller pi att 
bli profetiskt i overkant. 

Vi menar nog att vi har 
tillrackligt med problem 
genom att ni skjuter pi oss, 
si om ni kunde lita bli att 
dessutom lasta over era 
problem pi oss, si skulle 
det nog bli lattare for alIa 
har. 
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... that's his problem isn't 
it?" "I'd have thought 
so." Ford shouted out, 
"Hey listen! I [[thinkl] 
we've got enough problems on 
our own having you shooting 
at us, so if you ... 

... Shouting Officer, and 
there aren't usually many 
vacancies for non-shouting 
and non-pushing-people-about 
officers, so I [[think]] I'd 
better stick to what I 
know." 

..... am." "Now?" "Now," 
said Deep Thought. They 
both licked their dry lips. 
"Though I don't [[ think]] , " 
added Deep Thought, "that 
you're going to like it." 
"Doesn't matter!" said 
Phouchg. 
With a satisfied hurn and a 
click the door closed behind 
him "I don't [[think]] I 
can stand that robot much 
longer Zaphod," growled 
Trillian . 
.•. Why's that?" said 
Arthur. "Did the surface 
become too polluted or 
overpopulated?" "No, I 
don't [[think]] so," said 
Zaphod. "I think they just 
didn't like it very much." 
... Ford made for the door. 
"Look, I'm sorry, mice old 
lads," he said. "I don't 
[ [think]] we've got a deal." 
"I rather think we have to 
have a deal," said the 

"Mame dost vlastnich 
problemu z toho, ze po nas 
stfilite. Tak nam laskave 
nehazejte na hlavu jeste 
vase problemy, pokud chcete, 
abychom to vsichni zvladli!" 

"Veskery odpor je zbytecny," 
zahulakal opet strazny a 
dodal: "Helejte, kdyz to 
budu delat dal, tfeba me 
nakonec povysej na rvouna 
starsinu, a poptavka po 
dustojnikach, co nefvou a 
nestouchaj do lidi, neni moc 
velka, tak se raci budu 
drzet toho, co znam." 

"Ackoli si myslim, ze se vB.rn 
nebude zrovna moc libit." 

"Myslim, ze toho robota moc 
dlouho snaset nebudu, 
Zafode," zavrcela Trillian. 

"To asi ne. 

"Bohuzel, kamaradi mysacl, 
asi se nedohodneme," loucil 
se zdvofile. 
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vi menar nog att vi har 
tillrackligt med probl~m 
genom att ni skjuter pl oss, 
si om ni kunde lita bli att 
dessutom lasta over era 
problem pi oss, si skulle 
det nog bli lattare for alla 
har. 
- Motstind tjanar ingenting 
till! dundrade vakten, och 
sen sa han: - Du vet, om jag 
hanger pi kan jag bli 
befordrad till Ordinarie 
Skrikbefal, och det finns 
nastan aldrig nira vakanser 
for sina befal SOll inte 
skriker eller knuffar 
omkring folk. si jag tror 
jag ska hilla mig till sint 
som jag kan. 
- Men jag tror inte, 
fortsatte Djupa Tanken, att 
ni kornrner att tycka om det. 

- zaphod, jag tror inte jag 
stir ut med den dar robot en 
lange till! stonade 
Trillian. 

- Nej, det tror jag inte, sa 
Zaphod. 

- Jag ar ledsen, srni moss, 
sa han, men det verkar bli 
svirt att kornrna overens. 


